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GEOGRAPHY.

secure special privileges at the exBANKNEW
SHOWN
pense of the public, but to see that the
TAFT ANTICIPATES
U. S. Surveyors
and Geographical
on
business
conducted
is
approved,
Board Place Spokane in Heart
correct and safe methods, and is
of Selkirk Mountains.
with no more than its fair
charged
BY
ASSOCIATION share of the
Spokane, Wash, Sept. 15. This is
burdens of taxation insepdecision
the
latest
something about
arable from the proper conduct of local
of the United States Geographical
government. As to this matter of taxBoard, which declares in a ruling, just
ation the association has been able to
received by the local chamber of
secure such action on the part of the
commerce, that Spokane is in the
authorities as to ensure a more
taxing
heart of the Selkirk mountains. Amareasonable rate as compared with the
teur geographists and experts drawaverage rate of assessment In the Tering salaries from the state of Washritory prior to 1907, and lias secured
ington and the government of the
such legislation as will enable the
showed
Dominion of Canada formerly
banks to get redress when a flagrantjy
the province of British
the irahge-'iexcesive valuation is' sought ;to be TOTAL
WIND
FOUND
now.
is
IS
that
10 REV0L1G
Columbia but all
upset
$3,567,000,000
fastened on banks in defiance of the
The geographical board has spoken.
as
of
the law,
;rs of
provisions
Here it is:
equity, and justice. In this matter of
mountainB-inortheastern
Natural
"Selkirk
No
Extraordinary
Delivered by Mayor R. J. taxation, the banks labor under a American Bankers AssociaBegan Speech Making at Washington and northern Idaho, limObserved
Phenomenon
as compared with
tion Discusses Many ImPalen to Convention This great disadvantage
Bostun Chamber of Com- ited on west and southwest by Coin the community; they
interests
other
lumbia river from the international
at North Pole.
Afternoon.
merce Banquet.
are compelled to make stated reports
portant Topics
boundary to the mouth of the Spo- of their condition, and in the case of
kanp river thenee southward hv edee
illis
Hartford, Conn., Sept.
The New Mexico Bankers' Associa- banks under the national system it is
15. Well of Columbia basalt plateau to the vi- Chicago, 111., Sept. 15. The Trust
Boston, Mass.,
Sept.
Ltanned by five weeks of mild sea cinity of southern end of Lake Coeur! - Moore cnie o ,he rather bureau tion met in second annual convention a very dangerous matter to make those Company and Clearing House divisbreezes of Massachusetts Bay, Presi- d'Alene and east to Purcell trench." speaking as president of the National in Santa Fe this forenoon. After be- reports other than strictly accurate, ions of the American Bankers' Assosaid: "The
as the penalty for false entries and '
Society
L. G. Monroe, secretary of the Geographical
dent Taft closed his vacation yesterthe
to
and
called
is
order
ing
absolutely
formally
Society
Geographical
statements is by no means a dormant! ciation held sessions today. At the
day and in excellent voice started on Spokane chamber of commerce, anin its attitude between exchange of greetings,
counweapon in the comptroller's arsenal. clearing house section meeting the readjournment
nounces
will
around
he
the
mile
$1,000
his 13,000
wager
against
swing
Cook and Peary. It will withhold its was taken to this afternoon, when From these reports, the book value of port ot the secretary iudicated that a
when
the
that
three
this
red
o'clock
surveyors
ten
at
morning
apples
try
until all the data are carefully Major R. J. Palen, president of the their assets is easily computed, and vigorous campaign for legislation, rehe boarded the special train from Al- were lost when they fixed the fore- verdict
and then will make an association, delivered the following the levy whatever it may be, repre-- j quiring the appointment of clearing
considered
bany and the west. He began his going boundaries.
The attitude of the address:
finding.
impartial
sents a levy on the full valuation, house examiners has created a favorg
the
at
speech-makintour last night
i
is neutral. We
also
board
geodetic
The New Mexico Bankers' Associa- whereas with many other classes ofj able sentiment and is developing day
Chamber of Commerce banquet and USE APPLES FOR
controDECORATING PURPOSES are pained at the deplorable
tion began its career under very prom- taxable property in the Territory it is by day. The section is now considerwill resume in Chicago. The Presi- for both are intrepid American
versy
ising conditions in February 190C, at sometimes thought possible that, if; ing a plan for uniform reiiorting of th
dent is looking forward to a delight
the organization meeting at Albuquer- the rate of valuation is 40 per cent, the j weekly exchanges of all the associaful two months in which he will meet Twenty Thousand Red Cheeked Ones explorers."Raised Five
Flags.
to Adorn Hall of the Doges When
the annual meeting at Las return does not cover more than 50 tions of the country. The section is
thousands of people sind proclaim the
Battle Harbor, via Wireless, Cape que, andin
Comes.
President
Vegas,
September of the same year per cent of the 40 per cent. It is be-- ! also doing all in its power to suppress
purposes of the new administration.
Ray. Sept. 15. Peary today described
first
the
and last annual meeting un- cause of this fact, that it frequently, the business known as, "Note Kiting."
Talked at Worcester.
v
e Associated
correspuuue.iL til the
Wash., Sept 15. Twenty
Spokane,
continued the favor- happens that the banks at the same It was announced in an address by Edpresent
Worcester, Mass., Sept. 15.' At a thousand red cheeked apples, grown in the raising of the flag at the pole, able outlook for the success of the as- nominal percentage of valuation with ward N. Ferine, of New York, that the
brief stop, shortly before noon, Presi- commercial orchards in eastern Wash- - The first flag was a silk one presented
of 1907, while such other classes of property, pay era of depression had been superseded
dent Taft addressed a crowd from ington and Oregon, north and central by His wile niteen years ago, aim sociation, but the panic
not
did
it
unfavorably af- a much larger actual percentage be- by prosperity shown by all total Ue- the rear platform of the special train. Idaho, western Montana and southern carried on each expedition, a piece be- - fortunately
units
of
fect
the association, cause of the superior facilities furnish- posits this year which equal three bilthe
of
any
eacn
lett at tne tannest norm
Taft Congratulates Diaz.
British Columbia, have been secured',1
mildid
e
apparently paralyze it as a whole, ed the taxing and assessing authorities lions, five hundred and sixty-seve- n
He then hoisted the navy
which
are
22
not
in
of
an
for
to
was
increase
the
as
by
exacted
Washington, Sept. 15. President to carry out the decorative scheme In
deemed
abandon
advisable
rejtorts,
lions,
it
year
l
s
be
of thfe
Hall of the Doges, where the SpoSn.
Taft yesterday sent the following conof that year, and any such strictness, and under such per cent and for five years of 51 per
the
annual
meeting
Delta
the
banner
the
Kappa
in the case of any other class cent. The committee on protective
gratulatory telegram to President kane Chamber of Commerce will enter- j
Fraternity and the flag of for some reason unknown to me, the penalties
Diaz on his seventy-nintof property.
birthday: tain President Taft and his party at a
to
laws reported that efforts to provide
committee
omitted
executive
desigana
ot
tne
Trie
records
peace.
trip
""-"""I beg to express my cordial congrat-vlation- s
the
for
nate
u.u
annual
date
The
as
as
meeting
interests
well
were
ice
the state supervision of trust companies
any
buried in the
banking
papers
upon your birthday and hope wilt ctibu luuuuc lauiuus uivjico juutvuv- - private
He of 1908; it results that while this pres- people at large, find themselves con- and laws punishing the circulation ot
in a buoyant water tight box.
that you will live to enjoy many more from apples and viands will be serv- took
photos which have not yet been ent meeting should be the fourth, it is fronted with a vast number of financial false rumors about banks had been
and that the country will have the ed from hollowed Spitzenbergs, Wageffective.
Seventeen
He found no revolving as shown on the program, the second; problems and propositions the interest particularly
developed.
benefit of your patriotic services for ners, Jonathans and Pippins. While winds such as described
by Antarctic however, let us hope that we have in which has been intensified by the states, among them Colorado, Texas
many years."
not a freak affair, the purpose is to
explorers and no earthquakes. He awakened from our two years hiberna- unpleasant experiences of the panic and Wyoming, have enacted legislation
eclipse the famous 'possom dinners ar- denied the report that he posted a tion with fresh force and vigor, and period of 1907. Among these are the and New Mexico will consider Jaws at
SURGEON SPEARE ON
ranged for the nation's executive on notice of Cook's death on the shores that henceforth the association will guarantee of deposits, which played the next session of the legslature
SUTTON SUICIDE. his trip through the southland. Pracof Greenland using this as a pre- have a vigorous, active and useful life. quite a prominent part in the last while Arizona alone rejected the bill
I need not enlarge on the usefulness presidential campaign; the postal sav- prepared by the committee.
tically every district in the Inland Em- text for taking Cook's supplies. ReAutopsy Reveals Nothing Inconsistent pire will be represented by its choic
he
to
of
such a combination; it enables us ings bank; the emergency currency
the
planned,
reception
ferring
d
With Theory of
est specimens of the king of fruit at said: "From reports received I am to exert our combined strength and in- act and the promised legislation for GOVERNOR JOHNSON
Death.
OPERATED UPON.
the Taft banquet in Spokane, and when more honored, gratified and touched fluence to secure the desirable and to rounded and complete financial enactD.
Washington,. . C, Sept. 15. Al- the President's train starts on its way than I can say at the way the public eliminate the objectionable; to dis- ments as a result of the researches,
though the report of Surgeon Speare to the Pacific coast the cold storage has treated my work."
seminata what we believe to be sound and studies of the Congressional mon- Relieved of an Adhesion That Followed Upon an Operation for Apof the navy who made an autopsy on compartments will 'be filled with the
Not for a Week.
and to expose the fallacies and weak- etary commission. I do not propose to
the body of James H. Sutton has not best apples produced in this country.
pendicitis.
Sydney, N. S., Sept. 15. Mrs. Peary ness of what appear to use to be un weary you with a lengthy dissertation
been submitted to the department, it is
that
a
received
measures
saying
sound
eson
finance
in
vicious
dispatch
of
or
and
all
the problems, The
today
any
known that the investigation disclos- NEW STRIKE AT
Rochester, Minn., Sept. 15. Goverher husband would not arrive here be- and business. This, aside from the per- says, addresses, treatises, speeches
WORKS.
CAR
PRESSED STEEL
ed nothins inconsistent with the
fore the end of the week.
sonal element of the affair, the com- and books on these and kindred mat- nor Johnson was operated upon this
for an adhesion in the abdotheory of accidental shooting: by himBig Banquet to Cook.
ing together at stated intervals of ters are legion, and the mere recon- morning
Foreigners Walk
self or suicide. The wound in the Three Thousand
New York, Sept. 15. The sale of those engaged in similar enterprises, cilement of their diverse and antag- men following an operation for apOut and Demand That Bosses
head was of a character that could
tickets for the banquet to Cook at facilitating and increasing personal onistic proposals with a view to ex- pendicitis. The doctors will not
Be Dischargd.
"have been inflicted by himself without
the Waldorf on September 22, and 21 acquaintance, and we must all admit tract a practical and workable min- make a report until this afternoon.
The operation was highly successshow them to be in great demand. It the desirability of knowing something imum of agreement, involves the waste
his arms being in an abnormal posiful.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 15. A new will be limited to 1,200 guests.
tion
of the personality of those with whom of an immense amount of brain tissue
strike was inaugurated at the Presswe exchange business by actual con- which none but a financial expert could
thou
ed Steel Car Company by three
tact and social mingling, is ample rea- spare. I doubt not that you have all
sand foreigners who refused to work
son for the existence of such an
more or less, perused there financial FINANCES OF
CHARGE
at
unless the bosses and
can
be
No
ours.
individual
as
and possibly in some cases,
brochures,
the plant were discharged. The strik
corre- your ideas after such perusal were
known
and
by
fully
entirely
immen
ers claim that many of the
spondence alone; to judge a man intel- more dense and hazy than before. It
ported during the late strike had been
ligently one must have some personal is almost compulsory, however, on an
ADOBE
and
as
bosses
employed
GO.
knowledge of him, and ho correct es- occasion of this kind that at least
contrary to the agreement by which
timate of a man in most cases is pos- some slight reference should be had
was
settled.
the strike
sible without such knowledge. We to these subjects as they vitally affect
should
have in this' association the en- the interests of, the banking commun-- ,
DISCOUNT REPORT
tire banking force of the Territory, ity for good or evil, and are of still
OF CIVIL WAR.
every bank, banker, and every banking greater interest to the commercial and
No More Disturbance in Mexico Than
organization of whatever nature should business classes and to the investor
join the association, and thus give it who depends on his income alone. It
There is in United States Durthe power and weight of the entire is necessary that some thought and at
ing Presidential Election.
banking1 fraternity of the Territory. tention be given to these topics so that
That power and influence should be ex- we may be able to form our views and
Washington, Sept. 15 Reports of
Mexico
have
war
GOVERNOR
civil
in
DESERT ercised for the general commercial ideas thereon, and give clear and logi- AQDRESS
STRUCK
impending
MIL11IA
failed utterly to agitate the state
and financial .welfare of New Mexico, cal expression to them pending the
that
and not solely for the exclusive benefit coming of actual legislation concern
partmeht officials, who
the excitement there is no greater
to be within He Makes Plain That Assets
and profit of the banks, except so far ing them,: which is
Extraordinary Stream Mea- than that attending a presidential Recaptured by Their Keepers as what benefits all, should benefit in a year or two. It islikely
unfortunate that
Far Exceed Indebtedness
election in the United States. This
Before Much Damage
the largest measure those who labor on these measures, there is not greatsurements Obtained
Mexican
confirmed
the
is
desirable
er unanimity among the bankers and
by
theory
especially to secure such a
of Territory
Was Done.
Logan, Union County
embassy.
result. No banking concern which is financiers, for, if they were in reason
founded on a sound and honorable ably full accord in knowing just what
This afternoon at the session of
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 15. Four ele- basis can offer any valid objection to they wanted, that alone would go far
The assessors of the counties of PROPOSES MONUMENT
H.
HARRIMAN.
E.
TO
cirto
a
New Mexico Bankers' Association,
the
phants belonging
the purposes of such an organization to secure the needed law. It is quite
traveling
Curry and Quay are still delinquent
cus escaped on the desert yesterday, as ours. No banking house which as- manifest that here as in all other Mayor Jose D. Sena made a brief but
"with their assessment rolls. The counties of Roosevelt, San Juan and Taos Veteran Conductor Starts Movement while being taken from Maricopa to pires to a
reputation for directions in practical business life,
address of welcome to which
to Have Each Railroad Employe
Phoenix on foot. The elephants honesty of) purpose and intention, can there will have to be compromise, and hearty
finally sent their rolls, hut the coun
Collier of. the State National
Cashier
a
Give
adobe
an
Quarter.
house, occupied by reasonably oppose that measure of we shall all have to abate somewhat
;
charged
ty of Roosevelt without the prescribed
St. Joseph, Mo.,' Sept. 15. John a Mexican woman and six children, regulation and "supervision on the part from our ideal standards to bring Bank at Albuquerque replied in fit.abstract which was telegraphed for,
terms.
Governor
Curry was
and the county of Taos with an ab-- Crance, a veteran Burlington conduc- but were captured by their keepers of the state essential to the prevention about the enactment of any remedial ting
with
was
and
done.
before
serious
erect
movement
to
briefly but
a
greeted
applause
started
damage
has
tor,
of
stract worse than none and which has
designing rascality, and consequent legislation whatever, and not to have
to be recompiled by the traveling au- - a monument to Harrlman by popular
j loss to those poorly equipped in most
this certainly would be a great mis forcibly reviewed the financial condition of the Territory. He urged the
ditor. The territorial hoard of equal subscription cl railroad employes. PLAYING FOR THE
cases, to guard against the insidious fortune, for although we are not all association to
appoint a committee to
to
is
solicit subscriptions
AMERICAN PENNANT. approaches of the financial charlatan in harmony as to the best and most
ization had an animated session this The plan
modern
a
draft
embanking law, to corrailroad
all
each
from
of
25cents
and wrecker, who seeks to exploit the efficient remedy, the greater number
forenoon when appeals "were heard and
uniform banking
with
the
respond
in
the
country.
ployes
; some strong arguments were presentGames in Quaker public on its own contributed resourc- I think, are in substantial agreement
laws being adopted by other common- ed by attorneys
es, and grows rich perhaps, without that the present currency system is al- wealths and which will
representing counties
City Will Probably Decide
supersede the
EIGHT KILLED IN
the hazard of a single honest dollar together bad and sadly in need of reor different interests.
Championship.
bankterritorial
present
fragmentary
HEAD-OCOLLISION.
District Court.
The experience of other ing law found scattered
Pa.,' Sept. 15. The of his own, or failing such a result, formation.
Philadelphia,
throughout
The district court was still occu-.pie- d
dissipates the resources of his de- countries is conclusive that a, better the Compiled Laws of 1S97 and the
series between the
in doubtful schemes. This and system can be devised suitable to our Session Laws since
this forenoon with the cafe of
Nashville, Sept. 15. In a head-opositors
then. Governor
Amerian League clubs which be- similar associations are organized to needs and
United States vs. James Williams, for collision between a passenger train
put into operation here; Curry called attention to the excel.
burglarizing the postoffice at La Plata, and a fast freight on the Nashville, gins tomorrow and which it is believ- ensure an honorable method of bank- and It is possible to have a currency lent financial conditions of and in the
San Juan county. The case will prob-- ; Chattanooga and St. Louis railway ed will settle the pennant winner of ing based on the capital of, those inter- plan which will be responsive to the Territory. There has been only one
ested, in reasonable amount sufficient demand of the country for additional bank failure in New Mexico for a
ably go to the jury tbnight The ter- near Pegram station, eight men were the American League pennant is arousritorial grand jury has found a num-rlbe- r killed and one seriously injured. The ing Intense excitement here. This is in- to furnish adequate security - to pa- currency supplies in the proper sea- number of years and that of a small
of additonal true bills which will dead are all members of the train tensified by the spiking of Thirdbase-ma- n trons, and also to guard against the sons, and which will automatically con- private bank that .would not have
Baker, of Philadelphia by "Ty" concerns whose capital is exclusively tract when those needs have been met failed had the terrTfdrial law at that
be reported as soon as the court finish crews.
Cobb, Cobb vigorously denying any in- confined to the funds of their de- and the seasons passed. The present time provided for proper supervision
es the case now on trial.
" In
tention to injure Baker and Philadel- positors; concerns built on the prin- national bank currency expands and of private banks, which, it now does
the district court for Taos county MISS ANITA STEWART
'
PRINCE.
was
MARRIES
fans insisting that Cobb planned ciple of heads I win, tails you lose; contracts only in response to the pre- to some extent.
suit
the
phia
this forenoon,
brought by
to
Baker out of the game. D- and such an organization certainly de- sumed profit and loss of the issuing
put
15.
"Taos Mercantile
Miss
Company against
The bonded debt of the Territory is
Scotland,
Sept.
Dingwall,
Adolfo Espinosa of Ranchos de Taos Anita Stewart, - daughter of Mrs. irector of Public Safety Clay announc- serves the cordial support and
banks, and in very slight measure is only $1,002,000 and to this must be
of all right minded persons en- it regulated by the commercial and added certificates of indebtedness
j for $148.01 on an open account.
James Henry. (Silent) Smith, of New ed today that a sufficient detail of police
will
to
Miorder
was
and
protect
Safford
preserve
Edward
gaged in the banking business, as well business requirements of the country amounting to $92,500, but from which
today appoint- York, becamev.the bride of Prince
on
field
off
the
Detroit
as
the
and
to
the favorable consideration of the
the
players
of
pretender
Braganza,
guel
(Continued on Page Eight.)
public at large. It is organized not to
(Continued on Page Three)
the Portuguese throne, at noon today. has been provided.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Shoes (American Lady)

sea-caug-

Shirts (The Elgin)

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
On notes, diamonds and Jewelny as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

at SALMON Store

1

NATHAN SALMON.
store

In

Phone
Santa Fe.

10s

USELESS

100 lbs Pansy Flow

$3.30

"

Bobolink

1.65
:

$3.20

50 "

1.60

W.

fi '

TA

VVCU1VC

Casli

register tickets

with all cash pore liases.

Winter Grocery Co.
jf

PRICES
FROM

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

ijjyu.!...piwWu;

$4 .00 $6.00

BULL SELYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will J wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

Working

FOR

219.

HALF CENTURYJ

A

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

Hours

The Santa Fe shops at Las Vegas have
reduced their working time from nine
to eight hours a day.
Sentenced for' Forgery Aloises
was sentenced for forgery in the
district court at Clayton, Union county,
for one year in the penitentiary.
Rebekah's Celebration Anniversary
Triple Link Rebekah Lodge of
will this evening at Albuquerque celebrate the 58th anniversary of
the order.
Appointed to Medical Corps Dr.
James A. Simpson of Albuquerque has
been appointed to the United States
army medical corps and has been assigned to Fort Wingate, McKinley
Val-lare-

POBox

al

county.
Tried to Wreck Passenger Train
An attempt was made yesterday to
wreck Santa Fe passenger train No.
near Springer
At
1, west bound,
Toril station a switch was tampered
with, so that the passenger train would
run into a box car and be wrecked.
The engineer saw this in time to ap
ply the brakes.

Regard Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment
as unrivaled for Preserving, Purifying and Beautifying the Skin, Scalp,
Hair and Hands, for Sanative, Antiseptic Cleansing
and for the Nursery.
Sold throuehout the world.
Depots: London, 27,
AustraCharterhousp Sqfc ; Paris. 5. Rue do la Paix;
Co.. Sydney; India, B. K. Paul,
lia. R. Towns
Calcutta; China. Hong Kong DniR Co.; Japan,
l'errein, Moscow;
Maniva, Ltd., Tokio: Russia,
Bo. Africa, Lennon. Ltd., Cape Town, etc.; TJ.8.A,
Potter Drue & Chem. Corp.. Sole Props.. Boston.
Free. Cuticura Booklet on the Skin

6G
.496
.65
.452
73
.60
.4G7
72
.63
.399
80
.53
.386
81
.51
Pueblo
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
New York at Boston.
Pittsburg at Cincinnati.
American League.
Washington at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.
Western League.
HOW THEY STAND.
Wichita at Topeka.
Denver at Pueblo.
National League.
Des Moines at Lincoln.
Won. Lost P. C.
Omaha at Sioux City.
36
.731
95
.
Pittsburg
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
42
91
.684
Chicago .
National League.
51
76
.598
New York
65
.504
66
Chicago 4; Cincinnati 0.
Cincinnati
70
64
Brooklyn 1; Philadelphia 0.
Philadelphia
.477)
83
Boston 3; New York 0.
.362
47
St. Louis
American League.
84
.359
47
Brooklyn
St. Louis 3; Detroit 2.
37
92
Boston
.287,
American League.
Philadelphia 5, 3: New York 4, 2.
Boston 5; Washington 2.
Won. Lost. P.C.
Western League.
47
88
.652
Detroit
2, 3; Topeka 8, 1.
Wichita
84
50
627
Philadelphia
Sioux City 9, Omaha 4.
.79
.585
Boston . . .
Lincoln 7 ; Des Moines 0.
67
.500
.67
Chicago . .
Pacific Coast League.
69
.68
.497
Cleveland .
San Francisco 7; Vernon 4.
73
.60
.452
New York .
Portland 3; Oakland 2.
76
.429
.57
St. Louis . .
Los Angeles 5; Sacramento 4.
99
.34
.256
Washington
Western League.
American Association.
Won. Lost. P. C.
Columbia 5; St. Paul 0.
50
.632
.86
Sioux City .
Indianapolis 2; Minneapolis 3.
51
.82
.617
Des Moines
Toledo 7; Kansas City 6.
60
.54 S
.73
Omaha . . .
Louisville 7, 2; Milwaukee 3, 1.

HOUSE

TRY OUR

BASEBALL

CITY.

Mai lea

OH Ml

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Floar, Hay,

Topeka

Denver
Wrichita
Lincoln

(l)

IN THE

LEO HERSCH

GrainPotatoes,

Salt ana

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg
PHONE 203

and Pressing Establishment

Cleaning
BLACK

208 WEST

PALACE AVE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
DIRECTED
BY

THE

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
b

.i

;

Oldest and Most' Popular Institution in the Southwest 1

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC

Conrsfis

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

N

Send for Prospectus

Studies will be resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President
52231

$100 Reward $100.

CALL

Ap

SEE FDR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
a constitutional diseasefl requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, Now is the time to
anticipate
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as- your heat wmts.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so m,uch faith in its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send' for list of
House for American Idea
be-ii- g

Diamonds , Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.

A Morning Joy
An
Evening Comfort

!
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MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

AT

ZOOK'S

Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- -

)
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Drudaerv
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COALEATER
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Reliability
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KAVAGANCE
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Durability
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ECONOMY

I

IDEAL Boilers ana
AMERICAS Radiator

why not let us route you to good
health. The economy in fuel consump- tion will in due time pay all transporta- nun btnu.
Wood-Davi- s

AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

b$ Talcum
Squib
PHARMACY

I

I

!

testi-monal-

C
O.

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

.

glow
Was tender in your lifted face.
Scribner's Magazine.
Reduce

& HERCULES BRAND

If you want a good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of

think you sometimes now must go
In secret to that distant place
Where still they bloom today their

Shops

100"

KANTWEAROUT

I wove your tresses with the wind
And filled your eyes vvitn sunrise
gleam.
A voiceless longing made me blind
(For children dream as poets
dream.)

vision-days-

teStsJlfjlte

WE HAVE THEM

to

I

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

"

COMPANY.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

that might not

of downing, doomed

Bore off our fading

Fancj Vests

50 "

morns

ll

23J

Where all the air was living gold
Out to the far horizon's haze,
of old
Toward which the iision-ship- s

" (AmericanGentleman)
Hats ( John B, Stetson)

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Incorporated 1903

SELIil IDS.

Often I wish to stand once more,
Not yet made wise, beside that sea
Whose silver waters wash no shore,
But inlanded with phantasy

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
'
Suits (Hart Schaffner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
'
"
(Plorsheim)

Win. FARAIf

Established 1856.

To what far country have they passed,
Those things we dreamed, so sweet

last,
Fresh winds
change?

LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waistsi
'
'
"
voile skirts

"

Siilf)il!i

THE VISION DAYS.
(By Arthur Davison Ficke.)
We dwelt with in a house of pearl
In those old d;iys of wandering joy
You were the golden wide-eyegirl,
I was the silent, lonely boy.

Far

SPECIALY

'

UP.

ROUND

15, 1909

d

THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

"

DAILY

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

"

"WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

15, 1909

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all

IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

say that quickest and best results are What a Heap of Happiness it Would
obtained by advertising in the New
Bring to Santa Fe Homes,
Mexican.
Hard to do housework with an aching back.
you hours of misery at leisBACK TO THE WOODS' ureBrings
or at work.
If women only knew the cause that
Backache pains come from sick
kidneys,
'Twould save much needless woe.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse this:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin street,
Santa Fe. N. M., says: "There is no
praise too strong for me to give Doan's
The splendid results
Kidney Pills.
I obtained from their use several
years ago have been lasting and for
that reason, my confidence in them
has been increased. I suffered from
a dull heavy ache in the small of my
back and I was subject to headaches
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
had no ambition and was in very poor
health when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Striplins, Burrows &
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them
long to cure me and from that day to
this I have been free rrom kidney complaint. I willingly confirm the public
statement I gave in January, 1907,
telling of my experience with Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United

NEW MEXICO
BANKERS' ASSOCIATION.
(Continued From Page One)

at different times and seasons, for an
increased or diminished currency supply, as under a proper system it
should. It is based on bonds to which
a fictitious value is given to banks
holding them, by a favored lesser tax
on the circulation, but should there
be other issues of bonds at a higher
interest rate, possessing the same
privilege of a lesser circulation tax,
the bonds now held in large measure
for circulation, would sensibly diminish in value and the banks holding
them, bought at a premium possibly
in some cases as high as 110, would
face a large loss, and already these
bonds are but little above par and
quite a loss has already been suffered

SANTA FE, N. M.

PAGE THREE

with disfavor on all increase of governmental authority, supervision an'i
regulation except in those cases nhere
v has been clearly and unmistakably
demonstrated by harsh experience,
'hat it is the only remedy for existing evils and that an effective remedy must be applied. This same principle applies to the proposed Postal
Savings Hanks, which is being pressed by the administration. I am not
opposed to this plan for the reasons
f;iven by eminent banking gentlemen.
do not think it will lessen the deposits of t'.ie savings and other banks;
en the contrary. 1 believe it will bring
out and put into the channels of trade
and circulation, many small sums of
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ROSWELL,

Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
0 the beautiful Pecos Valley
the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloD of 3.700
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well-manage- d

j

1

l.5''.'.'':.

feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officersand Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern lr all respects.
REGENT.S E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamiltoa, Vice President; J. Pbelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
tor particulars and Illustrated catalogue

address.

COL. IAS. W. WILLSOK,

Superintendent.
38S

0J0 CAUEfiTE
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-o
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
fmm Qfl tn 100 H
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feeL Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There is now a commod-lou- c
hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.

W. E.

Garrison,

Oj

J.

W. STOCKARD,

Sv

MANAGER

and

Mercurial

Affections,

Scrofula,

Proorietor.

j Caliente. Taos. Coanty-

-

N Al

ells Fargo
ompaiw
Express
General
Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of

-

tk World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Wells Fargs
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J.

D. BARNES.

Aoent

LIVERY STABLE
F,NE

AUTOMOBILE

j

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'"
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

long-delaye- d

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

HOT SPRINGS.

Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50'
per month.
Stage meete Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
'Tiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts U the gallon, being address:

DCVELOWIWT

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

NEW MEXICO.

The West Point of the Southwest."
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money now hoarded, and amounting
in the aggregate, to very large sums
which do not now find their way to
either commercial or savings banks.
The more powerful objection to the
scheme appears to me to be, that like
'the inferior woods that you used to
the rest of the postal business of the
use if this new line of Lumber of
by the banks. The panic of 1907 clear- country, it will be conducted at a
ours is not the best you ever put a
ly showed the absolute necessity of loss, and will in effect to the extent
saw or nail in! We are striving to
having an efficient and speedy method of such loss, be a tax on one class of
of increasing the currency supply at the community for the benefit of ansupply only the best seasoned and
such times, and in such a maimer and other, and it will also have a tendenleast flawed Lumber that can be
found in this neighborhood,
and we
with such degree of security, that the cy to incite further agitation to have
believe we are succeeding in pleasing
issue would be entirely satisfactory to the government take charge of the
all our numerous customers. Let us
the people, and possess their confi- general banking business of the counhear your complaints either as to
dence in its safety, to such an extent try in place of private enterprise. It
that it would be unhesitatingly accept- is with no little diffidence, that 1 venquality or price. We'll cheerfully
remedy anything that's wrong.
ed by all in discharge of balances and ture to differ from the views of the
payments of all kinds. Such provision eminent, banking gentlemen of the
is absolutely necessary. The theory American Bankers' Association
who
of banking cannot be adhered to un- have charge of the opposition to the
less some provision of this kind which postal savings plan, and who have cirStates.
will prove workable, in times of un- culated pamphlets and circular letRemember the name Doan's and
usual financial disturbance can be de- ters strongly disapproving this meas
take no other.
That ure. The greatest objection to all
vised and put in operation.
as far as it relates to deposits, tnese plans is the unnecessary entheory,
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
is that every bank is at all times pre- largement of the powers and activiConnection made wite Automobile
to pay its depositors their bal- ties of the general and state governline at Torrance for Roswell daily, pared
ances
payable on demand, when so de- ments. I do not believe that any pubAutomobile leaves Torrance for Rosmanded.
That theory as a whole is, lic business is as well or as efficient- well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
as the
of
a physical impossibility, as ly and economically conducted
course,
.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Rossame business would be . n private
to
amount
demand
the
deKsits
may
arm.
1
and
well for Torrance at
p.
on i
hands, where success
monFOR
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The thirteen billions while the lawful en- good management, and depends
no
is
there
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance ey holdings of all the banks in the
OPPORTUNtTY
taxation
of
deficits.
cover
to
power
two
but
be
tire
billions,
country may
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
This is especially true under
our
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- for all practical purposes, and under
manof
system
prevailing
political
all
ordinary conditions, every
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
bank should at all times be agement. It is so in the general govmanager, Automobile Line.
able to pay on demand all the demands ernment, it is so in many of the states
I greatly fear if the occasional
Biliousness.
Good for
its depositors are at all likely to make and
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stom- at one and the same time, except un- whispers that float up to my ears
Of TW UtCAI WQI
I OtVOTO) TO THt MOCStSS (WO
ach and Liver Tablets last night, and der some special conditions pertaining are to be relied on, it might be so
even in our own glorious Territory
I feel fifty per cent better than I have to
specific bank or banks, and in such when it attains to
Althe
of
Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscrip- for weeks, says J.' J. Firstone
cases they can usually get the needed
boon of statehood.
tion Rate of the New Mexican Publi- legan, Mich. "They are certainly a assistance elsewhere.
To enable the
It is to be devoutly hoped that when
cations, to Receive the Western fine article for biliousness." For sale banks to realize this condition, howthe
all
Congressional Monetary CommisInvestor's Review.
druggists.
by
ever, it is quite apparent that in times
of great financial stress there must be sion makes its report, the necessary
some means of getting the necessary legislation will be had, giving the
a
and effective curcurrency supplies, based on good and countryact. complete
It is a matter of regret
rency
sufficient assets, and of a character so
that there were not associated in the
amply guarded and secured as to be
of this commission some
entirley acceptable to depositors, and membership
of the prominent bankers of the
OF
which for all practical purpose will
who have given the matters
fill the place of gold coin or other legal country
close study, and who to such study,
tender, 'so that the 'awful money may unite a long and varied
experience
,
.
be still retained in the vaults as the in financial and
business affairs.
necessary reserve, and this lawful re
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
It has been suggested that this
serve should undoubtedly be a larger
should cause to be preassociation
percentage than as now required, and
school whose aim is to prepare young men aDd women
in larger proportion be held in the pared a suitable, comprehensive, genvaults of the banks, to the amount now eral banking law to supersede the
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
various laws on the subject scattered
permitted to be on deposit with banks through the
Compiled Laws and the
in reserve cities, from whence it is
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical.
Session Laws since 1897, and the
exceedingly difficult to extract it when chairman of the
executive committee
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Ecomost needed. Now, how can this deand his asyour
requested
president
sesirable result be roost effectively
sociates here to prepare and have
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculcured? This system of a circulation
printed such a law, and distribute
a
four
responsive to the demands of business copies to the members of the associaand
in
courses
year
preparatory
Stenography,
ture,
in both expanding and contracting, as tion for
their criticism and sugges
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities expansion or contraction becomes nec- tions for additions,
omissions or alessary, and at the ame time so satis- terations, in time to submit the final
.
.
for self support.
factory to the public as to be received draft for the consideration and action
without hesitation in making pay- of this meeting.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
Although this sugments of all kinds? My own opinion is gestion was made some months
ago,
that a' cen'tral bank with branches in I have to report that nothing has
all the large money centers i the been done towards
carrying it out,
most promising solution of this prob- as the time and
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
energies of your presidlem. I know that there are many po- ent-have
been too fully occupied
tent objections to this plan, and the in other directions to permit of takpast experience of this country is ar- ing up this work, which will prove
rayed against trying such an experi- no slight task if carefnllv and cor- EOSWELL-TORKANC- E
ment. It is a long way, however, from rectly done. As the next legislature
the times of the old United States will not meet till January, 1911, there
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
bank and of Andrew Jackson, and con- will be time to accomplish this work
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving ditions
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
today differ vastly from those prior to that date, if a committee is
over 30 house between
Agenta for the Buick. Pop Toledo, Passengers
of seventy or more years ago. I very named at this meeting to undertake
route.
over
other
these points
any
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In much doubt whether any scheme lit; to have the law printed, submitted
to all
which
Shortest route between Roswell and service
securing comfort to passen- banks requires the action of all the and tothethemembers of the association,
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous
of
the
and
country,
proper committee of the
small,
large
and expert Chaut
in the Issuing of circulating notes, Territorial Bar Association for their
;Santa Fe and all points in the
car.
Seats
of
feurs
in
every
charge
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to will be found workable or safe, and review, criticism
and suggestions,
ico.
and then after full consideration of
this
to
to
me
one
be
the
of
&
appears
Paso
El
of
Southwestern
Agent
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros cases where centralization alone how- all assistance from these sources, preever much we may deplore the rapid pare and have printed a final revision
m.
1:00 p.
connecting with trains for veil. New Kexico.
to be submitted at our next annual
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
50
lbs.
Baggage allowance
An; strides it has made in the land in reRailway.
amount of baggage can be carried cent years will be found adequate to meeting, at which final action can be
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv-- by notifying Company at Roswell.
executing a currency system such as had and a law be brought before the
the country imperiously needs now next legislature, and a committee of
and at once, to guard against the un- the association appointed to explain
favorable consequences of a repetition it, meet objections and urge its passof the attitude of most of the banks age, the necessary expense incident
to this work to be paid by the assoover the country two years ago.
As to guarantee of deposits,
it ciation. For this end there will be
At the
does not seem to me to be necessary a year or more available.
or desirable. I see no reason why last session of the legislature somesuch guarantee is needed in the case thing in the nature of a general bankof the banks any more than in other ing law wag brought up and a comPerfect Fitting "Elartic" Book-cue- s
business risks, and certainly any mittee of the association held a
are the only ones which successfully
guarantee system which makes all meeting with the traveling auditor
It did not meet
banks responsible for the losses of for its consideration.
adapt themselves to the condition of
the
of
ideas
and the
the
committee
all
would
be
the modern home.
banks,
highly objection
able. The plan is beine tried bv some effort to pass it was given up, and
1 acre may ne certain umiwiiuus us iu ruuui,
of our neighboring states, and it in its place, a law prepared by the
but whatever space is available can be utilized
'
clearly appeals to the public, as in traveling auditor, intended to supply
and beautified by an artistio arrangement of these cases, the only
Oklahoma
quite a percentage of the defects In the existing laws, and supkind of sectional book-cas- e
made in two lengths, 34 and 25 inch
national
banks
found it expedient to ply omissions, was passed. From a
lengths, and in three distinct iypes Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
withdraw
from the national system published opinion of the attorney genOur catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar
and reorganize under the state law. eral I notice that this law is also detered oak and mahogany.
We in New Mexico can afford to fective in that, it provides no penalawait the results of the experiment ties for failure to observe its reWe will call and measure any space
e'sowhere. There Is another strong quirements. I recommend that at
in your house and give you the exact
objection to the Idea, and that is, it this meeting, a committee be appoint
cost in any finish you may select.
is a further enlargement of govern- ed for this work as outlined above,
mental power and action, and while and instructed to proceed with it,
New Mexican hi.ntlng twrn- U is undoubtedly
true that changed with directions to the proper officers
Mny, Local Agents, Santa,
conditions of business and corporate of the association to pay the expense
life have compelled governmental in- incident to the preparation, printing
terference In private business affairs, and distribution of the measure, and
far beyond what was thought desirable with directions to report at the next
a few years asro. T still ndhero tr meeting. The necessity and advisathe belief as a general nrinciDle, that bility of the enactment of such a
that country is best governed which j
Is the least, governed, and
I look '
(Continued on Page Six.)

Charles W. Dudrow

I

New Mexico Military Institute
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CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

Line

OLQSSOflf.

Of-aA- S.

F

3

piegelberg- -

627 San

Francisco Street

lnasao anil mexicao wares

am Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Ulnen Drawn Work, Opals.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Beet of
Everything in Our Line.

ONLY
of the finest

T8

SALE

Embroideries s White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO.

TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

ST.

M.

NOTICE.
the death of J. J. Hagerman, New
loses a valuable citizen who Department of Territorial Engineer.
First publication Sept. 8, 1909.
contributed mightily to the upbuildTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Last publication Sept. 29, 1909.
of
commonwealth.
was
the
lie
ing
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 3, 1909.
an empire builder in the true sense
Editor and President.
Notice is hereby given that on tho
and was of lie mettle of which pio- 21st clay of May, 1909, in accordance
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
neers are made. He had strong opin- with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
ions and he expressed them; he had 19117, W. J. Preston of
Santa Fe,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
of
Santa
of New
53.75 ideals and voiced
county
Fe,
Daily, six months, by mail
Territory
he
had likes
them;
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
Mexico, made two applications to the
and
and
did
dislikes
not
to
seek
2.00
....
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
them. He was conscientious territorial engineer of New Mexico
.... 1.00 hide
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
even to stubbornness, he bad the for two permits to appropriate from
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
courage of his convictions, even when the public waters of the Territory of
wrong, and lived up to them to the New Mexico.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY,
Such appropriation is to be made
utmost of their consequences.
Natufrom
his
he
had
bitter
Arroyo Hondo at points first apenemies
rally,
and
The New Mexican Is the oldest new spaper in Ntw Mexico. It is sent to
Sec. 18, Tp. 16 N.
some of the best men plication, NW
them
among
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation ia the Territory, but, nevertheless, range 10 E.; second application NW
Sec. 17, Tp. 16, N., range 10 E.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
New Mexico has need of men of his
type and character, so positive in by means of diversion and storage and
BZO-their convictions that they are not all unappropriated normal and flood
union!
afiaid to act upon them, whether it flow is to be conveyed to reservoirs
be politically or industrially or in in- - 2 and 3 and thence to Sees.
Tp.
16 N, Range 9 E., and also to reserTALK WELL OF YOUR OWN TOWN
The tendency is to overestiniate vesting capital to develop latent re
sources that are perceptible only to voir No. 1 and thence to lands of
Talk well of your own town, talk population. Each census brings its their genius.
Sees. 13, 14, 15, 16, .17, 8, 9, 10, 11,
.
well of your neighbors and your town disappointments.' Denver, Los
24, 23. 22, 20, 26, 27,28, 29 and 34 T, 16
look much better to you than it
9
ft fnJ CM.
Kansag c
The dearth of school teachers is N, R. E. by means of ditches and resever did before. Appreciation of your
will all be given less population really a very auspicious omen. Every ervoirs, etc.,. and there used for irrigacommunity and its people can. be made cago.
census returns than normal institute this year was at-- l tion of five to ten thousand acres, and
a habit and a very satisfactory one by
now claim for them. tended by more teachers than ever be domestic use,
their
newspapers
that will help your own to grow. Says
All persons who may oppose the
In
New
Mexico, there will be similar fore and more certificates to teach
the Jersey City Evening Bulletin:
Instead of finding than ever before have been issued granting of the above application must
disappointments.
"In a recent speech Governor between 400,000 and half! a million peo- and
yet there comes a cry from al file their objections, substantiated by
Hughes referred to the constant in- ple in the Territory the enumerators niost every county for more teachers. affidavits,
with
(properly backed)
quiry of reception committees and will find only between 300,000 and Guadalupe county needs twenty of the territorial engineer on or before
prominent citizens of how he liked 400,000, and probably nearer the form- them. Union fifteen, Quay thirty, and four weeks from date of last publica
their town, and he said it had made a er than the latter
figure. For the cities possibly, something like 300 peda tion hereof.
deep impression on him. It showed and towns there will be similar disap- gogues could find employment in New
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
him that the people had civic pride
new town, espec- Mexico in teaching school. Spanish
Territorial Engineer,
pointment.
Every
and enthusiasm, and his remark is
thinks it ought to be credited speaking teachers are in demand and
ially,
worthy of consideration.
with a thousand or more people when it is well that the.
A
raveling Man's Experience.
"Good citizens always have a good 300 or 400 is nearer the right popula- Nr.rmal School at El Rito has been
"I must tell you m experience on an
word to gay for their home town. They tion and it takes a good many new set- opened for the purpose of supplying
O. R. & N R. R. train from
know its good points, and if there are tlements of that kind to make a 100,000 the demand.
Contrary to the stateto
Pendleton
Le Grande, Ore," writes
ments
Democratic
other peculiarities, they do not present increase.
papers,
printed by
Portales, for instance
Sam A. Garber, a well known travelnot
Mexico
New
too
has
normal
them.
many
of
Roosevelt
the county seat
county,
"The grumbler who knows all the has been credited in all estimates with schools. If the compulsory education ing man. "I was in the smoking de
bad features of a town and mentions anywhere from 2,500 to 3,500 people. law is to be enforced and every child partment with some other traveling
ihem at every opportunity is not only Yet, when a census was taken last is to have an education, teachers men when one of them went out into
a poor citizen, but be is one who week, on account of a question about must be provided for the schools that the coach and came back and said,
'There is a woman sick unto death in
does nothing to improve the town he the legality of a bond issue, the enum- row have none.
the car. I at once got up and went
lives in. It is good enough to provide erators could find no more than 1,238
Almost. $27,000 will go to the public out, found her very ill with cramp
a home for him and perhaps a place of people. Thus 9 years ago, Santa Fe was
schools and the good road funds this colic, her hands and arms were drawn
business, or an occupation, but that confident that the census would give it
so you could not straighten them,
is forgotten in the general flow of com- a larger population than Albuquer- year from the national forest income up
in the various counties in which the and with a death like look on her face.
plaint.
que a population of at least 10,000
eleven national forests are located. Two or three ladies were working with
"Every resident can do something but when the returns were tabulated Eight of these forests are entirely in her and giving her whisky. I went to
for the betterment of his town. If he there were only a few over 5,000 and New Mexico while the other three are my suit case and
got my bottle of
cannot improve property for lack of the town was 1,500 behind Albuquer- only partly in the Territory. It must Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
in
Towns,
therefore, be remembered, however, that the
means or ownership, he can at least que
population.
Remedy (I never travel without
keep his own home neat and clean. that desire to make a showing that ?27,000 is only
of the in- it), ran to the water tank, put a
own
come
of;
their
will
within
He can have a clean yard, a grass plot
sight
come of these, forests and that the double dose of the medicine in the
or something to add to the appearance estimates of population should take income is mostly derived from the
some water into it and
lass,
of the place, and above all, he can say in their suburbs, extend city limits grazing fees paid by New Mexico stirred poured
with
a pencil; then I had
it
a good word for the place at every and aid the census enumerators in stockmen.
It is still an open ques- quite a time to get the ladies to let
secure
to
the
every possible manner
tion in most parts whether the policy me give it to her, but I succeeded. I
opportunity.
"The grumbler should take a trip name of every resident when he of forest preservation as now prac- could at once see the effect and I
ticed, is worth that much to the worked with her, hubbing her hands,
out west and hear the boomers there makes his rounds.
stockmen. However, it is certain that and in twenty minutes I
talk about their town. It may be only
gave her anto other dose.
a string of shacks and shanties, the
It might be well to appoint an unoffi- the Pecos national forest is worth
By this time we were
'
most pretentious being one story high cial tax commission which is to ac- Santa Fe and Las Vegas alone, the
into Le Grande, where I was to
with a dashboard front, but the enthu- company Traveling Auditor Charles $3,472 of revenue collected from it leave the train. I gave the bottle to
siastic citizen will tell you how long V. Safford into every part of the Ter- by the government during the past th husband to be used in case another
it is since the first settler located and ritory "and make a physical examina- fiscal year.
dose should be needed, but by the time
how the place is growing. He will tion of all property listed for taxatrain ran into Le Grande she was
the
While the New Mexico bankeis as- all
and I received the thanks
point out the places which have ac- tion and also of property not so list- sembled
right,
Sanin convention today at
of every passenger ir the car." For
quired local fame or notoriety, will tell ed. The report is to be taken as a ta
Fe, hardly represent a billion dol- sale
of the prospects, of the things they are basis for proposed legislation either
by all druggists.
as do the bankers gathered at
lars
teror
the
new
state
next,
the
room
by
for
by
to
and
the
have
expan
going
Chicago this week, yet, the wealth in
sion, which is bounded by tne norizon. ritorial legislature in case the grant their
should
be
keeping is many millions of dolof
statehood
postponed.
ing
will
he
but
New
It isn't
say,
York,
FIRST CLASS
lars
and
and
represents about all the
assessments
of
just
come back in ten years and we will The question
Terriin
the
available
is
there
cash
LAUNDRY
are
unsolved
in
taxation
be
hurt by adequate
show you a town that won't
and. in tory. If any visitors, therefore dethe
of
the
states,
footon
majority
the
WORK
with
any city
comparison
each state and territory the problem serve special consideration, it i 3 the
stool.
It is well
a peculiar aspect of its own. Such bankers and their friends.
Send Your laundry to the
"The visitor can't help smiling, but has
a commission, therefore, if the right to be on the good side of them, for
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
he feels that the Tesident has the men are
placed on it, can accomplish their word goes far oftener when it
Tight spirt. He is doing the things
New
comes
in
to investing capital
at Albuquerque.
much, at least, in revealing the acwhich will make eood in time. And tual
of affairs as to comparative Mexico, than many people imagine. Basket leaves Tuesday,
state
even in a small community, where all
values of the same classes of proper- After the promoters and the politi- Returns Friday.
are imbued with the same spirit, wond-.erhad
ty. It is absurd, for instance, to cians and the hot air artists have
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
are accomplished
make a blanket rate for all agricultu- their say, the banker generally is
"How much better this spirit is than ral lands when an acre in one portion called to the side for his opinion and Barber Shop;
Phone No 122
that of the grumbler, who is sure that of the Territory may be worth $2,000 while it may be given briefly and in F. jO. BROWN,
his town was the last place made, and and in another part only 50 cents. subdued tones, it outweighs all the
Red
Aent.
was 'made of the leavings. How much, Nor is the dividing line between agri- oratory that preceded it.
better it would be for the grumbler to cultural and grazing lands always
It is imperative that New Mexico
examine his home and his place of very distinct, especially now that
a better showing with its Namake
After
farms.
in
are
contributacres
not
is
see
if
to
he
dry
business
Guard organization. By Janutional
must
be
ing his bit to make his home town look all, each piece of property
in Wyom- ary it must comply with the provi
cheap and untidy. If every grumbler appraised by itself and likeassessment
sions of the Dick Bill if it is to get
&
and
Mississippi,
should take time to clean up his own ing
of the federal appropriation.
share
its
market
on
reasonable
r
based
should
be
look
town
would
surroundings the
Today, New Mexico stands or rather
Telephone Mo 14b Red
at once and the new interest in it value.
foot of all the states
at
the
slumbers
efconscious
that would be bred of a
and territories as far as its National
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
fort to improve it, even in a small way,
, orffanizati0n is concerned. Ev- Age and experience have made the c
would make the grumbler a better positive William J. Bryan, sort of a
en Arizona has passed it and now
neighbor and a better citizen.
waverer in political opinions, if not hag & full regiment 0f twelve compa-negationist. In an address at Dal- nieg wMle New Mexico has only eight D. M. HOOVER & SON
The Albuquerque Journal joins the las yesterday, instead of denouncing companies ani some of these not near
New Mexican and the Albuquerque tnose who nave departed num
Builders and Contractors
requirea minimum strength of 58
This Territory, which has led
Citizen in the demand for improve- free trade principles of the Populists,
ment in the railway mail serivce in and radical Democrats, he said that gQ nobly ln the great crises of the
PLANS & ESTIMATES
the Democratic platform should call ciyil War and during the Spanish- the southwest. It says:
on short notice
Furnished
,
"The experience of the present for a reduction only of certain scnea-- AmRrican war in the number of men
of
it furnished for the front, should not CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
washout season, serves to eliminate ules; he even conceded the right
now lag behind in its militia establish
all doubt of the fact that the railway the constituency of each Congressfinal say on the at- ment.
to
man
the
have
of
southwest
service
the
postoffice
needs a thorough overhauling and titude of their representative on the
LAUNDRY
that is one of the things to which the tariff question. He is no longer The address made by President R.
one and every- J. Palen to the Bankers' convention
:
of
postmaster general's special attention anxious that every
should be called when he comes to body agree with him in his opinions this afternoon and printed on another
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
see us next month. It is not enough and has become a latitudinarian page, is deserving not only of careful
in
combine
to
is
rernsal but also of study. It touches
that the matter be brought before whose main anxiety
Does First Class Work.
him while he is in Albuquerque. He one great, grand party all the dis- Qn points that are close to every citi- me
10
should hear about it wherever he coraant elements opposea
Zfjn and its discussion of needed terGIVE THEM A TRIAL
stops, because we are all in the same positive aocirines ana prmtipiea ui ritorial legislation, postal savings
the Republican party. He calculates banks, express and postoffice money
boat, and a very leaky boat it is.
de"There were several occasions dur with cool deliberation rather than
orders, the need of an elastic curren
e.t
ing the past season when it took claims with patriotic fervor, that; cy, the bank guarantee experiment
to
the
those
party
Republican
to
not
are
opposed
or
mail
from
central
four
bank,
three
get
days
and a national
for the result of loose thinking or the imAlbuquerque to Santa Fe, about 85 if they could be united on himtheir
miles by rail, and every mile of the the presidency no matter what
pressions 0f a moment, but are the
4 4
road in good order, but the particular pimtiijica iui6m ai. iai.
" deliberate conclusions 01 one wno v
train to carry the Santa Fe mail was tory.
justly esteemed as the most expei
washed out somewhere west of this
ienced, most conservative and yet pro
point and tie pouches had to be
New Mexico hasn't received ils gressive, banker of the Territory, who
piled up in the postoffice here to share of the reclamation fund, accord- has been at the head for many years
LESSONS
most substantial
wait for it."
ing to FX ii. Newell, director of the of the oldest and
reclamation service. As New Mexico bank in the southwest.
Individual or Class Lessons
Sixty thousand children were turned has a number of very promising proIN GRAMMAR
San Juan county has managed to get
away from school in New York last jects, the government should have
saloon
the
a
that
well
so
without
week because there was no room tor no difficulty in giving the Territory along
RAYMOND HAACKE
them. In New Mexico, several thou- all that is comine to it and that, be-- board of county commissioners last
Care New Mexican
sand children will have to go without fore 1912, the date set by Director week refused a very urgent appeal,
a li
NOTARY PUBLIC
schooling for a while at least because Newell for equalizing all allotments accompanied 'by an application lor
cense at Blanco.
lor reclamation works.
there are not enough teachers.
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The First National Bank

-

Vice-Preside-

Secretary-Treasure-

i

r.

OF SANTA FE.

The oldest bankicg institution in New Mexico. Establishes
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President,'
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

i

An-wi-

ll

l

.

Spanish-America-

J, B.

READ,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

1--

13-1-

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans oaoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its Customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and foreign, exchange and .makes telegraphic
i transfer of
money to airf art's of the civilized world on as
I liberal terms as are given bj any money transmiting agency
public or private; Interest allowed on time deposits at tha
'.rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
'
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
',

n

east-boun-

d

THE

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP.

One of the

Best Hotel in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Diar-rhoe- a

one-fourt-

h

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLANT

hi

5

W1

A

MtfC

WHS

4

a

HOTEL

fd

J..k.LACOME,

j

Proprietor

.

Commodious Sample I(oom
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

i

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

IN CONNECTION

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

s

Runs on the European Plan!

TBI

FRESH EGGS

CEEAM

CO RON ADO hotel

MILK

bet-te-

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

,

a

.

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and.
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES SOc. Up.

t

HUBBS

HeeAq.-u.artor-

0

y

i

SHOP

$1,60

THE HOTEL MORMANDIE

:

J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fift risx-cp-as- s

LADIES ' DINING ROOM
SANTA

Ft, N.

M.

cctS,r
hotel

TnrrH

NEW MEXICAN PfilNTING CO.
Local Ageota for

l(. BARBER

SPANISH

,

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 75c
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK "

SlebcV&rnicke
"Elastic" Bookcase
and Bask combined.
A

Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.

The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient attractive. We want to show you
its advantages and possibilities. Call, write or phone
os about it. .

.

SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

15, 1909

Luck Is Perseyerence m Disguise

rLROUMHL

he man who possesses a snug bank account is consider-elucky, but nine times out of ten it is the result of
parseverence.

til HUH

J

(VI

d

i you would be lucky also, come to this bank and open an

work, save, and in a
account today,
short time your luck will take the form of a cozy bank
then-perserver-

account,

I

$50,000
DIRECTORS

OFFICERS

E. Abraham,

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier.

J.

B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

Undertaker!
HARDWARE

FURNITURE

ROLL TOP DESKS
of all kinds.
CHINA.

Special
for

Phone

no. io

taa- -

n
r
r i wagner rurnuure
wu.
unanes

Phono

T

THE WEST FOR THE

N-1-

0

WEST.

The Colorada Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A IV BERGERE,
tanta

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

Fe, N. M.

"You .A
and

'

'

Resources Exposition

,

OCTOBER

ALBUQUERQUE

11-1-

1909

6

PRESIDENT TAPT IS GOING Td BE THERE
THE GREAT SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
:
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
ALL KINDS OF NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE AMUSE--.
;

MENTS

.,

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROAD
W.

G.

TIGHT,

a

''

commercial "man
selling a line of

President

RIGHT PRICES

RIGHT

GOODS

RIGHT SERVICE

JOHN

B.

MANUS, Secretary.

H. C YONT7

MEXICAN HLIGREE
JEWERELY- -

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
846 8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

future.
Lieutenant Governor G. C. W. Stone,
D. M. Howard of Warren, Pa., and J.
B. Moore of Garland, Pa., were guests
yesterday of Col. W. S. Hopewell at Albuquerque. They will make a tour of
the Territory to study its resources,
especially in the timber line.
Superintendent of the Pecos Forest Thomas R. Stewart leaves tonight
for Las Vegas, the Gallinas nursery,
Harvey's upper ranch and for a trip
through the Pecos. He will try to
secure the
of the people
in the Pecos district for the construcs
tion of a telephone line from
ranch to Santa Fe.
J. Walter Fewkes, the eminent
archaeologist, and his wife are guests
at the Palace, registering from Washington, D. C. Mr. Fewkes has spent
many years in the southwest in research among the prehistoric ruins
of this section. His latest work has
been on the Casa Grande and in the
Gila River valley in Arizona.

WATCHES
Eye Tested and
Fitted By
te

Method

SILVERWARE.
N. M.

PEONAGE
'
-

f

h e a e y M an eh
11

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you awar that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the bestcf home comforts with splendid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Peoos this jear was
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closes
October. 15th.

;

A re'j-oaware that the
15th.,? "All game plentiful

grouse and quail season openens Oct.'lst.v deer Oct
around VALLEY RANCH this Year, ; '
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANG H has the best tennis court and
'
'
dancing floor in the territory.
J- -

F. MILLER, Mgr.

fr

51

ssi

63 fef VkW

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY
EVERYTHING

MISS A. MUGLER.

and

Xnibmaa.tl.oiv,

VALLEY RANCH

,

N. M

IN KNUTE
.

NELSON'S STATE.

Spokane, Wash., Sept. 15. John
Clifton Elder, representative of the
Commis
Congressional Immigration
sion, who has come to Spokane to in
quire into labor and immigration conditions in the Inland Empire and the
Pacific northwest, said in an interview
that peonage is practiced in lumber
and construction camns and on the
iron ranges in Minnesota, and in railway camps in North Dakota, as well
as in other parts of the country. He

added:
"I found more cases of Deonaee In
Minnesota in fourv days by my own

IN

Phone No. S3

HAROWARE

Mail Order

SoIi-ite-

J,

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

Ask Tour Wife

lf

Abaut a ij&te

'

"

r
Wonmn livlnfr in
Fvprv tel
propei ty kngownto
inio a hotue
ren-cij-

of her
Tli r re are tuiiuiredii of thintrs
woulii like to ilo to make her
wn home nioie ronfortnble.
at tractive and pleasant Nearly
every uo'iwin Is a money saver
and she will helpyou wonderfully
to pay for a home.
Kt--

t

Rent Money
Will

Everyone knows the quality of K'.nsfrisher lines
Buy your tishing tackle of a lisher"
WFJJ Hi VP aJllinesman. We carry everything in camp equiII
I
-

We will .fell yon a very desirable hou.e on payments, which
nr rent money will make
!
'mrt wait. Kei?in now paying
for your home.
LET US EXPLAIN
OUR
CONTRACT fOR CHEAP MONEY.
GEO. M. KINSELL

Best Flour

-

1--

;

Do

from Cincinnati,
cigars, is stopping at the Palace.
Max Klein, a D.enver traveling man,
was among yesterday's arrivals. He
is making headquarters at the Claire.
Mrs. A. C. Ireland of Los Angeles,
294 San Francisco St. .
formerly of this city, is visiting old
.KSKSS
friends. She is a guest at the Palace.
District Attorney Elmer S. Stud-le- y
of Raton was an arrival on last efforts, unaided, than I did'iiTall my
night's train. He is stopping at the investigations in 'the south with the
aid of the department of justice, which
Palace.
E. X. Burch. of Raton, chairman of offered every assistance while I was
the Colfax county commissioners, is making inquiries in the southern
in Santa Fe on assessment and tax states. The most common form is for
the employer to advance money to the
matters.
John Benton, a traveling man from men for transportation or other purBaldwin, Kansas, was among the ar- poses, and then force them to repay it,
rivals of last night. He is registered obliging them to work at low wages.
In some instances force was used to inat the Palace.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president timidate the men, while in others even
of the legislative council, was an the police and the courts were used."
arrival on last night's train. He is
at the Palace.
AERIAL NAVIGATION STATION
E. C. Fleming of Ipava, Illinois, is
FOR TEXAS FORT.
in town visiting his friend and old
school mate James Carrithers, chief
San Antonio, Texas. Sept. LI Genclerk of the Palace.
Mrs. T. A. Hayden leaves tomorrow eral James Allen, chief of the United
to visit her husband who is building States army signal corps, is in favor
a reservoir near Cimarron. She will of San Antonio as an aerial navigation station. According to correspondremain three weeks.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero, ence between him and Congressman
a political leader in Las Vegas, ar- Slaytlen, he considers the meteorologrived yesterday evening. He is a ical conditions at Fort Sam Houston
the most favorable for the pursping
guest at the Palace.
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Na- of aeronautical work. Major Allen
than Jaffa and son Ben Arthur, left Buell, in charge of the local weather
this morning for Albuquerque on a bureau, has prepared a complete survey of the air currents, wind velocity
short visit to relatives.
George W. Gillespie, the assessor of and storms for the war department
Colfax county, who registers from with the result that Fort Sam Houston
Raton, is in Santa Fe on business be- looks the most likely spot for the establishment of the station.
fore the board of equalization.
General Allen intends to have the
Suquire Hartt returned to his home
at Ranchos de Taos today after a visit Wright brothers train some of the
of a week in Santa fe with his sis- officers of the signal corps in the
ter, Mrs. Virginia L. Roberts.
handling of the aeroplane. If the
B. B. Ownby of Lordsburg, one of necessary arrangements can be made
the county commissioners of Grant in time this is to take place during
county, is in Santa Fe to attend the the coming winter season.
sessions of the board of equalization.
Company I United States army sigC. N. Black well, banker of Raton, nal corps, stationed at Fort Sam
is in town with his wife and daughter Houston since last November,
has
to attend the bankers' convention recently been supplied with all the
which meets today. He is a guest material necessary to conduct
captive
at the Palace.
halioon maneuvers.
M.
U. S. Marshal C.
Foraker, his
deupty J. Benson Newell and A. S.
Peck of the forest service, were homeward bound to Albuquerque last evenKAUfJE & DO.
ing.
C. J. Weber, a traveling man from
St. Joseph, was an arrival yesterday
afternoon, coming as the representaTHE LEADING
tive of a hardware firm. He is registered at the Claire.
GROCERS.
General Passenger Agent A. W.
Brown of the Santa Fe system at El
Paso, Tex., was a visitor in Santa Fe
today. He is quite confident that a
day light train between Albuquerque
and El Paso will be put on in the near

Win-sor'-
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page and furniture.

5EIIIST

COME

FIRST

SERVED.

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.

f imiOlpXXV., H;iii;n;ii;s:rtn:
'fill

ffttttMM
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We

are sole

ol

Kinds

All

Mower

Lawn

Hose, nozzles

Agents for

and sprays

UNION LOCK

Also Window

Fence

and door

screens
SEE US BEFORE RUYINV FURNITURE OR HOUSE FURNISHINGS.
JUST A FEW .MORE OF THOSE BARGAIN HAMMOCKS

Come early and
get your pick
This is how

Meal

Monarch

Iron

Ranps
are made and put

to-

gether we have them and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced

:

S3 CSSn

iruggists Sundrieg
Confined to staples used every day

as much as

1QQ

but we can save

per canton some articles.

Tooth Brushes
10, 15, 25, & 35cj

Sanitol Cream

Shavirjg Brushes
15c to 50c

Talcum Powder

25c.

10c up

Popular brand toilet sosps such well known
brands as Mechanics Tar Soap, Butter Milk,
Oatmeal, Glgycerine. that always sell at 10c,
OUR PRICE 5c. bar no fancy wrappers to pay for
WE CAN SAVE
YOU FRGM $5.00
TO

$10.00

ON

YOUR FALL SUIT

ITHERAGKETI

BURS0IH HOSE
OR LADIES
SHAW KNIT FOR
MEN

SANTA PE
BOSS PATENT

FLOUR
BEST becb use it
gives the besi results in
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.

lEAL ESTATE

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPERTY
FOR SALE AND RENT

It

L50

and WHOLESOME

Sme 'ne ranch property

BEFORE INVESTINGIYOUR

O

vitally

impor
BOSS
PATENT FLOUR is entirely free from CELLULOSE

tant feature

the indigestible

.

HE

C- 1

close in

MONEY CONSULTIUS

WATSON & COMPANY

19 SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

PHONE
RED 189--

'

elemen

of the weat.

1. 5.

SURETY B0ND

LIFE & FIRE INSURANCE

contaics more Gluten
which is the very life of
th9 wheat,
and which
makes the bread nutritious

A'

S

'WE !f.

GO.

.

Let us ngtire your heating and plumhinfr
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

9

H.S.

Real Airship Will Make Daily Flight at the
29th Annual New Mexico Fair

A

traveling man,
quartered at

is

'stopping at the Claire.'

;
"

President

FLICK,'

G. FRANKLIN

FLICK

G. FRANKLIN

-

a Denver travstopping at the

tend college.
Rev. Paul Gilberon of Las Vegas,
formerly of this city, is a visitor in the
capital today.
P. W Bumbarger of Kansas City,
representing a music house, is stopping at the Claire.
J. J. May, a traveling man from
Trinidad, selling a line of cigars, is
'
a guest at the Claire.
son
of
TSsp'anola
the
Pollard,
Henry
.merchant, is here on a visit. He is

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL

Newromb Cleveland,
eling man, is in town
Palace.
K. Block, a Detroit
calling on the trade,

PAGE FIVE

This

District Attorney E. C. Abbott was a
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
L. H. Duncan of St. Louis, selling
shoes, is quartered at the Palace.
A. R. Manby of Taos, arrived last
Eight. He is stopping at the Palace.

the Claire.
Miss Alberta Kerr has gone to
Quindaro, Kansas, where she will at-

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

;;,

-

I

Drink
Pabst

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer

Malt Tonic
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the fall of 1907, one of these compa
first knowledge I had of a town
or
nies, the National Surety Company
m the Territory was
I ,'jive it this free advertising so that vinage
reading
in some banking paper the
CP
READ JMjWN
notice of
you may see how deserving it is of the
organization of a bank national
liberal
your
ALT.
canceled
patronage
PASS'R
the
MILES
PASH'R
STATIONS,
or territorial there;
DAILY
bonds of this nature it had issued
especially was
this the case with the
The cause of all skin diseases can be traced to some humor or acid in here. From this case
new
know
you
may
towns in the southeastern many
the blood ; the cuticle is always healthy where the circulation is free from
5.25 p. in.
7.013
0
Lv Sautti Ke Ar
p. III. 1.45
how much these bonds are worth"
part along
just
or
acrid
it
is
with
the
blood
matter
When
infected
22
4.22
2,49
Ar Kt'mit'iiy Lv
6, COS
unhealthy
the
impurities.
lines of railroad opened 'up in
"
41
4.10
3.17
6.317
cannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its tem- when at the first approach of danger, recent
Stanlry
"
52
4.49
2.36
6.204
years. This is gratifying evi- -'
Moiiiuly
their
healthfulness.
issuers
and
exercise
normal
and
its
softness,
the
pliability
"
preserving
privilege of dence of the
perature
61
2.11
6.136
5.14
." McllltllKll
increased population and
fibres
the
around
and
delicate
"
and
tissues
inflames
irritates
the
it
Instead
5.39
6.093
1.15
Ksiuiiria
canceling their policies. Just at tue resources
"
W ilia nil
6.13
of the Territory during the
12.40
some of the many forms of skin disease. time when there
6,086
and
and
produces
glands
pores
''
be
the
"
might
't'tl'itr alt
105
largest same
7'2ti
6.244
11.35
The itching and stinging so often accompanying skin affections are produced degree of possibility
period, and corroborates the
116
8.U0
'," Torraiirts1
11.05 a. til.
6,430
of the official
by the deposit from the blood of the acrid humors with which it is filled, having occasion to have recourse to increased land entries in the different
" Kansas
'
into the sensitive membranous flesh lying just beneath the outer covering,
861
780
10.35
p. in. 9.30
(lit v "
districts, showing a large addition to
1U9
600
a. in. 7.35
10.00 p, in.
I" !St. Louis "
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glands. This explains why the security of these bonds, they are our
"
''
To one who came
1378
population.
11.45
602
a. in,
9.00
Chicago
from
relief
canceled
and
no
the
outer
skin
becomes
affords
and
the
it
difficult
burning.
at
itching
scratching
here
a- - m.
when
8.00
319
two
"l.l5
banks
3,700
kf
Paso " '
in Santa Fe
blood.
It
of
cures
the
S.
Diseases
character
Skin
S.
S.
such
times
to get another company
every
by purifying
1130
1)63
1" Los Angeles "
9.45 a. ill.
p. in. 7.110
" Mexi co Uity "
goes down into the circulation and removes the humors or acids which are to enlarge its risks of this character. constituted the entire banking force
1.00
'(,349
p. ui.
6.00 p.m.
J543
220
:.oo
causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid blood, and permanently cures They are ready to bond you when of the Territory, this seems a wonAr Koswell. Lv
6'00 a. m.
every variety of skin affection. Local applications can only soothe ; they everything is quiet and the financial derful progress. The deposits of the
never cure because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. goes right into the
makes
connection
direct
Rock
national
at Torrance witu the
Passenger daily
reaches the trouble and cures it by removing the cause. Book sky is serene and cloudless, but when millions, banks are in excess of twelve
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the circulation,
of the territorial
n Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all who write.
banks
signs of disturbance appear and the
above four millions. These facts
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
financial
ocean
to
be
ruffled a
mark
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
begins
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
pleasing advance in all the comby the breezes heralding the approach
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
mercial
and business interests and
of a storm, we find one of these comJ. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent
demonstrate that New Mexico
Laughlin Bldg.
to
instructions
panies
its
wiring
NEW MEXICO
from the sleep of centuries
"cancel all policies issued
BANKERS' ASSOCIATION. agents
is
and
on
the way to take a good
to banks." I presume on the appearance in the papers of a report of the position in the procession of the
Palace.
(Continued From Page Three.)
advent of a band of yeggmen in the states, when a reluctant congress finadmits her to the privilege. We
- ,T. D.
Mulligan. Santa Fe; Eugenio
Territory, such a company would im- ally'
wish
all these banks the
law
as
will
L.
subserve
Las
H.
Duncan, St. general banking
Romero,
Vegas;
highest measmediately wire its agents to cancel
Louis: E. Abraham, Cincinnati; El- the best interests of the fraternity, all burglary policies issued to banks. ure of prosperity and profit. We bemer Studley, Raton; John Benton, ami provide security for public and The official mind appears to have a lieve they will prove potent factors
Baldwin, Kans.: E. C. Fleming, Ipava, private funds, are too obvious to re- greater respect for the policies issued in the development of the new state
111.;
Mr. and Mrs. C. 3ST. Blackwell, quire extended mention; as a point- by some of these companies, than whose birth we hope is soon to be
We know they will lend
Newcomb ed illustration of the immediate need those have who do not always suffer announced.
and daughter,
Raton;
a
powerful
some
of
hand in financing
to
me
C.
helping
A.
Mrs.
to
themselves
Cleveland, Denver;
stand too much in awe
legislation, permit
Ireland,
Los Angeles; Charles A. Spiess, Las call your attention to the present law of, or under the shadow of, great the projects initiated in the fertile
Vegas; A. R. Manby, Taos; J. Walter (! lack of law, on the matter of names. When you consider the enor- brains of those men, who, foreseeing
Fewkes and wife, Washington; John legal holidays in the Territory. On mous aggregate of the possible liabil- the wonderful possibilities of the fuMiles From
So . 1.
Miles From
No 2
STATIONS.
De
UAILY
Moines
March 2lst, 1907, the Negotiable In- ities of some of these bonding com- - ture in this fair domain, will, as men
M. Morrison, Aztec.
Raton
DAILY
struments Law was passed by the panies as compared with their resour- - of character and capacity, receiving
Claire.
Section 197 ces to meet an unusual proportion of the necessary financial support, con0
llOOa. m.
Dea
E. Block, Detroit; J. J. May, Trini- Territorial Legislature.
Lv.
49
N: M. Arr
6 30 P. m,
Moines.
10 12 a. in.
"
4
46
6 15 p. in.
Lv.
Rumaldo,
of that law says;
losses and defalcations at certain fin-- j vert the deserts into gardens and
W.
P.
Kansas
10 35 a. m.
11
dad;
Bumbarger,
City;
88
Redman
4 56 p. m.
10 60 a. m.
19
"
82
"All acts and parts of acts in con- ancially shady times, the childish con-- I grain fields, pouring over them the
4 36 p, m. B. B. Ownby, Lordsburg; H. S.
11 05 a. m,
" Oapulln
20
29
Vlatil
4 25 p. m.
flict
C.
11 20 a. m
J.
Josherewith and all acts relative to fidence shown in their absolute secur- - fertilizing waters stored by the en"
: Thompson
25
Duran;
St
Weber,
24
8 56 p. m.
11 45 a. m.
81
"
18
30
3
Cunningham
p. m. eph; H. Fred Snider, Ardniore, Okla.; negotiable instruments are hereby re- ity as compared with that of well- - ergy, pluck and faith of enterprising
12 20 p. m.
42
7
2 55 p. m.
Clifton House Junction
12 45 p. m.
managed, careful banking institutions men, yielding subsistence for a popupealed."
Arr.
2 30 p m. E. N. Burch, Raton; G. W. Gillespie,
Arr.
RATON N M
"
S 30 p. m.
12 25 p. m.
Lv.
L,v.
The law regulating legal holidays in is likely to be somewhat abated. The lation of a milion or more, as time
Raton; Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Marks,
5 60 p.m.
42
12 06 p. m.
Olifton House Junction "
7
Lv.
64 16 p. m,
New York; W. D. Mieran,
ts
Mexico, is found in Title 29, last legislature modified the law, and goes on and the waste places are
18
New,
11 40 a. m.
Preston
Newton,
4 46 n m,
68
23
11 06 a' in
Koehler
H.
R.
Kansas;
Collier, Albuquerque; Chapter 1, of the C. L. 1897, Section as now, alternatives exist, it is pos- made to blossom and bear fruit. For
4 55 p. in.
"
66
11 15 a. m.
Koehler J net.
20
15 60 p. m.
sible that these companies may miti- such a consummation we all devout68
2341, and is as follows:
Oolfax
88
JlO 15 a. m. Max Klein, Denver; G. M. Waters, Al6 16 p. m.
"
77
41
Oerrososo
9 43 a. m.
ly pray, and I think I can with safety
"Any promissory note or order for gate the rigor of their demands.
Henry Pollard, Joel
6 35 p. m.
Apr
9 25 a. m. buquerque;
Lv.
CIMARRON N. M.
47
7 08 p. m.
Lv.
R. C. Singmaster, the payment of money at some future
7 50 a. in.
Arr.
The
of
Espanola;
express and postal pledge that the banking interests of
subject
.. 10 p. m.
88
N. M,
7 40 a. ni.
Nast
60
Lv
Pueblo; John A. Cutler, Raton.
time, which, by its terms, becomes money orders calls for mention. The the Territory will be quick to
7. 23 p. m.
89
7 25 a. m.
Harlan
68
" Ute Park
7. 46 p. tn.
94
7 (X) a. m.
liberally in the attainment of
due and payable on Sunday, or on American Bankers' Association has
Normandie.
69
Carlos Lopez and wife, Los Ange- any legal holiday, shall be construed now elaborated a system of traveler's j such desired results. This should be
( Connects
with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N. les; D. C. Stevens, Stanley; A. L. to fall due and become payable on checks drawn on and accepted by the the aim and pur purpose of our order,
M., 6:15 p. m.
Maehlenkamp, Stanley, Eugene Gans-so- the next business day thereafter; and Bankers Trust Company of New York to lend a hearty and judicious sup-- i
and wife, Watrous.
for the purposes of this act, the fourth in denomination of $10, $20, $50 and port to all enterprise intended, and
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
:55 a. m.
Coronado.
day of July, the twenty-fiftday of $100, and these should be put on sale reasonably promising, to add to the
A. D., Pankey, Tucumcari; P. A. December (Christmas), the first day by all the banks of the
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
country, and wealth, welfare and happiness of all
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: Blake, Mcintosh; John Coriasco,
of January (New Year's day), and all be cashed by all without charge, their our people.
NORTH BOUND
M. D. Esquibel. Tierra Amaril-la- ; days designated by public proclama- pay for the work
SOUTH BOUND.
coming from sales
No. 1, :08 a. m.
J. F. Montano, Hipolito Esquibel, tion of the governor as fast days, or of the orders. The express
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Best Treatment for a Burn.
companies
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Tierra Amarilla; A. Dockweiller,
If for no other reason, Chamberthanksgiving days, shall be deemed are in almost exclusive possession of
Track connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raon and Preston, with C.
legal holidays."
this field at present, and it will take lain's Salve should be kept in every
S. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
This is or was the only legislation time and labor for the banks to
gain household on account of its great
Northw-ster- n
Don't be afraid to give Chamber existing in the Territory about legal a reasonable portion for themselves value in the treatment of
Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
burns. It
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocato, Iain's Cough Remedy to your children holidays, except one with reference to whom it properly belongs, for as a allays the pain almost
and
instantly,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
It contains no opium or other harmful to the observance of Arbor Day by matter of fact, in many parts of the unless the injury is a severe
one,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo drug. It always cure. For sale
by all the public schools. You will notice country, it is the banks who furnish heals the parts without leaving a scar.
6eco, Arroyo Hondo. Baidy, Black Lakes,
that the section quoted, is clearly an the funds to the express companies This salve is also
Cerro,
Lobo, druggists.
Elizabethtown,
for
act relative to negotiable instruments to handle this business. These com- capped hands, sore unequaled disQuesta, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
and
nipples
and as such, appears to me, to have panies' are doing a banking business eases of the skin. Price 25
fi. J,
J. van HOUTEN;
W. A. GORMAN,
cents.
been repealed by Section 197 of the largely at the expense of the banks, For sale by all
m
druggists.
V
GLEANINGS
BY
A
res. and Gen Mgr Gen Pass Agent
Superintendent
4 Negotiable Instruments Act. If this without carrying any cash reserves,
RATON. N. H.
RATON, N. M.
supposition. is tforrect, it follows that without taxation, and free from many
PERIPATETIC PEN
RATON, N, JH.
The New Mexican pan do
printing
there are now no legal holidays what- of the burdens resting on the banks,
to that done in any of the large
equal
in
ever
New Mexico, and no power who in New Mexico at least,
largely cities. Our solicitor, every
to create them except the legislature. furnish the funds for the
H. R. H.
piece of
cashing of work we turn out.
Try our stock once
women
folk won't be To the banker having paper to pre- these express orders, and pay the exPerhaps the
rushing after the census enumerators. sent falling due on certain days usual- press companies their rates for bring- and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
The latter will have control of a nice ly considered holidays, and requiring ing in this money to do the
work, in every class of
lot of figures, you know.
work, including one of
on part, of those same companies.
protest in case of
It the best binderies
in the west.
One of the most jawful exercises in the exact, legal day of maturity to frequently happens that
persons hav- existence appears to be on the in- hold endorsers and to save himself ing express orders on applying to
crease. Last year's reports show that from possible loss and damage from the local express office to cash them,
For a Sprained Ankle.
A sprained ankle may be
in this country ten thousand tons of any failure to strictly observe
the are informed that there are no funds
cured in
law regulating such matters, this is on hand for the purpose, and the about one-thir- d
chewing gum were used.
the time usually reStrange that both Peary and Cook a thing of vital importance. I am holders are referred to the local bank quired, by applying Chamberlain's
used Etah as headquarters. Etah aware that most of the banks ob- for the cash. The same is
equally Pain Balm freely, and giving It
backward spells hate and at present serve as holidays many days besides true about postal money orders; the
rest. For sale by all druggists.
there seems to be plenty of it be- those mentioned iD the section of banks in large part, furnish the funds
tween the two explorers.
the Compiled Laws I have quoted, and to cash these, while the government
WHO STOLE THE NORTH POLE?
in some places a half holiday is tak- gets the fees for their issuance. The
en on Saturdays, but I very much postmasters of New Mexico are sup(By Shortlock Combs.)
Fourth Installment.
doubt whether in the absence of any plied with draft books on the postTO THE EAST & NORTH
Continuing my journey north I dis- legislation whatever on this important master of New York, and with these
covered a large box which had appar- subject, a custom could be established documents cashed or credited at the
Now in effect Via
ently been lost by the man who stole as existing in the Territory, of suff- local banks, they in large part, pay
the pole. Opening it I found it con- icient length of time, extent of ob- the orders drawn on their offices.
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
tained a large quantity of food. All servance and inherent reasonableness
Now, I do not mention these facts
of the food was chilly causing me to to warrant a judicial construction that by way of complaint, , but to show
make the deduction that the culprit it has the force of law. I mention that the banks as far as they legiti
E.
& S.
is of Mexican descent. Going further this conclusion not as assured, as I mately can, should make use of the
EL PASO & RETURN
we again came upon an Eskimo vil am not a lawyer, and my opinion on facilities which are being suggested
In
a
one
snow
of
of
of
nature
this
front
and
is
in
the
lage.
legal
question
put
operation by the commitFor f oil particulars,
A. N. BROWN
houses I observed an Eskimo woman without any special significance, but tees of the American Bankers' AssociP. & 8, W.
G, P. A.-- K,
Address
El Paso Texas.
raising cane with her husband. She simply to call the attention of those ation to secure for the banks tEeir
was berating him as he had been gone more competent to pass on the sub- fair share of this business, and
for six months. His only excuse as ject, and to show by a single glaring should zealously
to enI understood it was that he was instance, the need of a general law sure the success of the exertions of
afraid to come home in the dark. on banking matters covering this and those committees. I am aware that Datasof sals
Sept 15th to 20th.
Fearing that I might get mixed up all other cognate questions with the postal and express orders are a great
Return
Limit
Sept, 23rd.
in the fracas I quickened my foot- greatest clarity and certainty.
convenience in places too small to
The subject of bonds required from have banking facilities, and that as
steps (they were chilled to the
See Santa Fe Agents.
quick) and proceeded towards the banks holding public funds, by bond- yet, the banks have not perfected a
sun.
ing companies operating in the Ter- complete system to, effectively comrising
(To be continued.)
ritory, who bond public officials, in- pete with the postoffice and express
What If It Should Come to This?
vites some remark. Prior to the act companies in these particulars, but I
(News item Peary is accused of of the last legislature, these compa- believe in time, we shall successfully
TOURIST
having stolen Cook's supplies which nies had a practical monopoly of the solve the problem, if all the banks
TICKETb
the latter left at Etah.)
business, and showed a decided dis- strenuousy support the efforts made
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Peary was a naval man, Peary was position to work it to the utmost. towards the accomplishment of its
Sew Mexico Central Ballroafl
a thief.
Some years ago they secured the solution.
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
IN CONNECTION WITH
Peary came to my house and stole passage of a law which was intended
The last few years have witnessed
to confine the issuance of all official an amazing increase in the number CHICAGO ROCK
supplies and beef.
ISLAND & PACIFIC
I went to Peary's house, Peary wasn't bonds to themselves, tenderly con- of banks in the
Not long
Territory.
LIMITED
home;
ceding a low rate for all bonds under since; a scant half page in the BankOn Sale June 1st to Sept.,
Peary came to my house and stole a $1,000 and not over $300,000, hut er's Directories sufficed to hold the
the northern pole,
80th 1909.
leaving the rate between these two entire list, now four pages are reI went to Peary's house, Peary was extremes to their own sweet will, quired,
Good Returning October 31st
covering about eighty banks,
in bed,
interfer1909.
by
unhampered
legislative
divided
between
nearly
equally
those
Via
I took, then, the north pole and hit ence.
f Charging the official $5 per organized under the National Bankhim on the head.
thousand on his own bonds, they ing Act and those under 'the laws of
To CHICAGO ILL
Dr. F. Cook.
made it a condition that he should the Territory. In
which
many:places
If scientists are not satisfied with have a bond from the bank to secure had
DENVER
scarcely come into .existence a
the information already given by his deposit presumably to be issued few years ago, we find' one, two
To ST. LOUIS MO.
and
Cook, why don't they Eskimo about by the same company-r-fo- r
which the even three banks. I recall quite disit?
bank was charged a similar rate. In tinctly that but a few years
past, the
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LOW SUMMER RATES
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$16.10

W. and Rock Island
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j

i

Summer

TO

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
A MO

Summer Tourist Rates
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Still in effect to all
points.

For further Information make inquiry of
F. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.
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$50.35

$44.35

To KANSAS CITY MO

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stom
ach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic

Pleasant

Cleanses the system

Laxative Fruit Synip
HOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It I guaranteed

$35.35
Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
, FRANCISCO
and other
points.

J. P. LYNG,

City Freight & Passenger

Agent
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what old John Holland told me the
?
man who was raised on this trail, who
EXACT ROUTE OF
ft
Kit
of
Sand
Creek
old
helped to bury the bones
Big
Vado del Arkansas
Carson ine his Taos grave, and who
m M
now runs a gambling hell in Raton.
Caches
Hoart strength, or TToart Weakness, means NVrr
or Nrrve Wealivss nothing more. Pos16 511 they are correct.''
Grove
There would Vie anywhere from seven Ptrvninh,
itively, not one weak heart in a hundred Is. in it
TRAIL Jackson
FOR RENT. OR SALE A gooa
Puwnee Fork
It ii almost always a
5) 564
to
actually
(ifty of these wagons in a single hidden
The Santa Fe Trail.
tiny littl nerve that rnlly is all at fault.
7 571
...
Ash Creek
caravan.
typewriter,
were
ones
Tlie
j. B. Sloan.
pulled
big
This
otiscure
nerve
the Cnnliar. or Heart Nerve
(By J. M. Nichols.)
6 577
muat
mora
more
and
r
needs,
simply
have,
Pawnee Rock
power,
to twenty-fouby from eighteen
more,
contr illiug. more governing
FOR SAI.K-Hea- tihg
Up in the Raton hills iu New Mex- mules, the smaller by from eight, to stability,
16 593
stoves, almost
Walnut Creek
streiiifth. Without that the Heart must continue
to
and
fail,
the
stomach
also
6 599 ico and within full view of the Snow twelve.
new,
and
have
kidney
inquire at this office.
Arkansas River
When ready to strike camp, these same controlling nerves.
8 607 range the great continental divide
Plum Butte
This clearly explains why as a medicine. Dr.
th'.y would swing the lead wagon into Phoon's
Restorative has in the
done so nineh
11 61 S this story finds me now. One can a circle until it;
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THE BEST WHAT IS
We are now receiving Sealship't Oysters
DIRECT FROM

BALTIMORE
Ard are sellir g them at the same price that others
are aeJlirg those Old Style Gulf, Pickled in the
Wood Water Soaked kind.
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NO. 92.

No-
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Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
saves you 2
per cent in addition to our low prices.
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Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
send tor prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
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120 San Francisco St.
Call op 132 Black for Carriages
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Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal
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6.00'

Sawed Wood and Kindling
Kinds of Steam Coal.

All

CAPITAL COAL YARD
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T. & S. F. Depot
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Garfield Avenue
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NAVAJO AND
CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
X

JsOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

FOR FIVE CENTS
w
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Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts". ' each

W

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
J. S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
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301-30-
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San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,
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Jewish New Year The Hebrew
Xew Year begins today.
For a square deal WELTMER'S is
the place for books and stationery.
Fall and Winter Opening at Mrs.
Lyng's the exclusive millinery store,
Saturday, September ISth. Ladies all
invited.
Jewish Holiday Tomorrow in honor of the Jewish Xew Year's day a
number of local Jewish merchants
will close their places of business.
To Hold Session Tonight The territorial board of equalization has so
much work on its hands that this evening it will hold an extra session at
the capitol building.
Late The Denver and Rio
Train
Grande train, due yesterday afternoon, did not arrive in Santa Fe until two thirty this morning being delayed by a freight train wreck.
Offices O. C. Watson
Renovating
and Company are having their office
rooms on San Francisco street cleaned. When the work is complete tne
firm will have headquarters equal
to any in the city.
Demented Woman Located in TrinidadMrs. Robert Epp, a demented
woman, and her son, six years old,
who last week disappeared mysteriously from Albuquerque, have been located at Trinidad.
Cattle Inspectors Will Convene The
seventeen inspectors of the territorial
catle sanitary board will convene at
Albuquerque on October 12. At the
same time, the annual sessions of the
Xew Mexico Cattle Men's Association
will be held.
Paul Owen Arrested Paul, the son
of former Sheriff John Owen of Lincoln county, has been arrested on.
charges preferred against him by two
Albuquerque business men for passing
worthless creeks. Owen was arrested
at Roswell.
Halcyon Days The weather is as
fair and sunshiny as can be and the
weather bureau predicts more of it.
The minimum temperature last night
was 44 degrees and the maximum yesterday C6 degrees. The relative humidity was only 30 per cent at 6 p. m.
Prominent Cattleman Commits Suicide William J. Miller, a prominent
cattleman of Clayton, Union county,
committed suicide by shooting on the
ranch of Charles Stanford north of
Clayton. A full charge of buckshot
tore through his heart. He was 45
years old and unmarried. He had
lived at Clayton twenty years.
Repairs to Black Rock Dam It will
take $100,000 to repair the damage td
the Black Rock dam on the Zuni reer
vation says Irrigation Superintendent
H. F. Robinson.
The reservoir still
holds enough water to irrigate next
year's crops.
Change at Elks' Theater Tonight
the management of the Elks theater
will show a new set of pictures. All
are of the very best and sure to
please. The subjects "are Too Much
Advice, The Poet's Vision, The Distracted Man, the Twin Donkeys, A
Woman's Heart, Educating the Blind
and the Convict's Revenge. Morrison's orchestra will be on hand which
is a certain guarantee of excellent
music. Do not miss attending.
Episcopal Sunday School Picnic
The Sunday school of the Church of
the Holy Faith will give its annual picnic next Saturday, September 18. All
members of the school are requested
to meet promptly at the church at 8
a, m., at which hour rigs will leave for
the day's outing up Santa Fe canon.
Members of the
and friends of
.3 the school are parish
cordially invited, but it
will be necessary for them to provide
their own conveyances and lunch. v
Ball Team to Albuquerque Local
merchants are contributing to.(a fund
to send the Salmon Greys baseball
team to Albuquerque to participate in
the baseball tournament. It is very
much desired that this city make a
good showing and as the Salmon Grey
team is one that can carry off the
prize it is expected that little trouble
will be experienced in getting a guarantee fund. Merchants who have not
yet assisted are urged to do so as it
will help advertise Santa Fe.
Prehistoric Ruin of the Tsankawee

f

'

Under this title the National Geographic Magazine for September publishes
a superbly illustrated article on the
cliff dwellings twenty miles west of
Santa Fe. The twelve full page illustrations are the finest of the Puye,
Otowi and Tsankawi that have been
published as yet. The article is from
the pen of George L. Beam and is la
the main descriptive.
It is the best
kind of advertising that can be given
Santa Fe.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 14, 1909.

Maximum temperature, 66 degrees,
at 3:55 p. m. Minimum temperature,
35 degrees, at 5:40 a. m. Mean temperature, 50 decrees. Departure from
normual minus 11 degrees. Relative
humidity at 6 a. m., 84 per cent. Relative humidity at 6 p. m. 30 per cent
Relative humidity, average for the
day, 57 per cent. Lowest temperature
during last night, 44 degrees. Temperature at 6 a. m. today. 40 degrees.
The Romance of Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
Reed The Hearst papers on Sunday
published in their usual sensational
.
style the story of Mr. and Mrs.
Reed, formerly of this' city, where Mr.
Reed was president of the U. S. Bank
,

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvem're
We will shortly have in a fullline of

:r

Colo., Sept.

1

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

Denver,

Forecast for Xew Mexico: Pair
weal her tonight and Thursday
with stationary temperature.

EURRIER

&

Every Description of work in our line done to order
Ci- -

Mr. Stewart reports that snow, quite
FINANCES OF NEW MEXICO.
deep in places, covers the higher
sierras in Colfax county. In Quay
(Continued From Page One)
county, crops were burned by hot
winds this summer, but are still above must be deducted S!tn onn
uuuua
the average.
on September 1 of
recon-cilatio- n
this year, leaving a net debt of
and second honeymoon more
Incorporation.
or about twenty-fiv- e
to the liking of the bride than the
Incorporation papers were filed tocents per
first. The story is illustrated with day in the office of Territorial Sec- capita of population. "Few commonhighly colored pictures and reads like retary Nathan Jaffa by the Amargo wealths can make so favorable a
Land and Ditch Company of Lumber-- ! showing.
Against this small bonded
a dime novel.
ton, Rio Arriba county, capitalized at debt, must also be credited $527,000
$228,000, divided into 7,600 shares. The in cash now in the territorial treasCLIMATIC SUMMARY
FOR MONTH OF AUGUST. company proposes to build a canal ury.
The bonded indebtedness of the
fourteen miles long, taking water out
j
amounts
to $2,874,000 of
C. E. Linney, section director IT. of the Navajo river for the irrigation counties
S. weather bureau, furnished
the of 8,000 acres of land in northern Rio which more than
however,
following advance report on the Arriba county. The incorporators are: is owed by one county alone and
observations during C. E. Moore of Pagosa Springs, Arch- two thirds by three counties, the othmeteorological
er twenty-thre- e
counties owing only
August:
uleta county, Okla., 5 share; G. W. a little over
To offset this
$1,000,000.
a
as
the
G.
W.
80
Considering
Territory
Kutz, Sr.,
Kuts, Jr.,
shares;
whole, the month of August, 1909, 5 shares; Albert Kutz, 5 shares; Fran there are in county treasuries $1,302.-00of cash.
was one of frequent heavy thunder Cisco Lobato, 5 shares, all of Lumber- Governor
Curry dwelt with pride on
showers, and comparatively high tem- ton. The New Mexico agent is G. W.
the
fact
that
the Territory now has 41
Showers
at
occurred
perature.
Kutz, St., and the directors are G. W.
national and 34 territorial banks with
some point in the Territory each day Kutz, Jr., and C. E. Moore.
caiptal of $3,274,000 and total
during the month and several staAppointed Notary Public.
of $24,608,000.
tions had more than 20 days with apIn addition
Governor Curry-appointed there are
rainfall. Only two pre- Francisco L. Sosa oftoday
building and loan associapreciable
Tierra Amarilla,
tions with resources of $1,246,000.
vious Augusts since 1894 have had Rio
Arriba county, a notary public.
Among the assets of the Territory
greater average precipitation, 1907,
Delegate to Mining Congress.
are
its public buildings which are apwith 4.10 inches, and 1908, with 3.38
Governor Curry today appointed as
inches. Several years have shown a
at $1,400,000. In this connecpraised
additional delegate to the American
tion must also be mentioned the school
higher average temperature but none
in which the temperature and preci- Mining Congress at Goldfield, Nev., and other lands of the
September 27, John Hegan of; Las which no valuation is Territory upon
pitation showed as high an average, Cruces.
placed, but
and this no doubt in a large measure
which runs into the millions and from
accounts for the remarkably rapid A
which a good income is being derived.
ROYAL TREAT
growth of gardens, field crops, fruits,
The value of the public school buildFOR
SANTA
FEANS.
forage and range, after a rather dry,
ings outside of incorporated cities is
backward spring and early summer.
The people of Santa Fe will next given as $1,000,000, while the bonded
The temperature was remarkably
week have an opportunity to see a school indebtedness is only $600,000.
uniform throughout the month, with
no matter, how these figures
first class and
interesting Thus,be
comparatively small daily range, and musical comedyexceedingly
may
analyzed they reflect the exby the title of "The
no great extremes. The week from
of Ping Pong." The show will be cellent financial standing of the TerIsle
the 12th to the 19th was probably the
on next Tuesday night having ritory. Governor Curry was applaudwarmest of the month, and the 17th given
t ed, after which President R. J. Palen
been secured especially for the
generally the day of highest temperaof visiting Masons who will delivered his annual address found in
ture, while the 24th to the close of
be here to attend the conferring of another column.
the month were the coolest
days, degrees. The
general public, however,
with the lowest temperature most is
also invited to attend. The tick JEFFRIES WILL
on
the
to
25th
recorded
frequently
RETURN OCTOBER 1.
ets will be $1.00 and 75 cents on the
27th, or 31st.
,
lower floor and fifty cents in the balNew York, Sept. 15. Letters from
Considerably less than normal sunThe sale begins at nine o'clock James J. Jeffries announce that he
shine occurred; there were 10 clear, cony.
Thursday
morning at Fischer's drug will return to America on October 1
16 partly cloudy and 5 cloudy days.
ptore. The ' program will be as fol and will then complete arrangements
The wind movement of the month was
.
lows:
fcr a go with Johnson. He says he
light and the prevailing direction
was much benefited by the German
Cast of Impossibilities.
from the west, although many stabaths.
and
sole
Dionysius
Fly,
manager
tions reported southeast, south or owner
of the Baloon
southwest wind. The relative hum atic Co., Morrie B. and Mist DramStreeter.
idity average rather high.
Captain Armor, Governor of the
Temperature.
Island of
The mean temperature for the Ter the Home Ping Pong and Captain of
Guards, Herbert Lindley.
MONEYS AND METALS.
ritory, determined from the record of
Johnny Jones, the Property Boy,
New York, Sept. 15. Lead easy
68 stations having a mean altitude of
Walter Wilson.
4.354.37
copper weak; standard
about 5,000 feet, was 71.3 degrees, or
Lady Sophia Hoopla, of the Aristoc- spot 12.3512.50; bar silver 515-8- ;
0.7 degree above the normal, and 1.5
racy, Nettie Foster.
call money firm
prime paper 41-2degree above the mean of August,
her
Anna
2
Lady
Betty,
daughter,
Mexican dollars 43; Amal.
1908.
The highest local monthly
Heidelle.
82; Atch. 120; N. Y. C. 136
S. P.
mean was 79.4 degrees at Tucumcari,
Cecelia Gay, leading lady of the 128; U. P. 2041-8- ;
815-8- ;
Steel
and the highest temperature recorded Mist and Baloon
pfd.
'
"
Dramatic Co., Mar- 1261-2- .
'iJ-107 degrees at Cliff on the 11th and
LePointe.
GRAIN, PORK LARD AND RIBS.
12th. The lowest local monthly guerite
Dramatically known as the RainChicago, Sept. 15. Wrheat
mean was 56.4 degrees at Hopewell,
Sept.
bow Sisters Smantha Smith, Sally 1021-4- ;
Dec. 98
and the lowest recorded 37 degrees
Gertie
Smith,
Smith,
Holly Smith,
Corn Sept. 67.1-Dec. 601-4- .
at Elizabethtown on the 31st. The Ann
Riggs, Jessalyn Van Trump, Mar-cell- a
Oats Sept. 40; Dec. 39
greatest local range in temperature
LeRoy, Hazel LeRoy.
Pork Sept.
23.75 23.95;
was 56 degrees at Cliff, and the least
Jan.
Meg
Warmhington, soubrette of the 17.82
32 degrees at Santa Fe,
while the Mist and
Baloon Co., and incidentally
Lard Sept.. 11.871-2- ; Oct. 11.90.
greatest daily range was 49 degrees
else, Miss Blanche Bryan.
everything
Ribs Sept. 11.60;' Oct. 11.40.
at Cliff on the 12th. The average
Place In the gardens of Capt. Ar
WOOL MARKET.
temperature for the three districts mor's
headquarters.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept 15. Wool, un
was as follows: No. 7 (Canadian, or
Time 2008.
changed; territory and western medinortheast) 71.3 degrees 1; No. 8 (Rio
Act 1. Midnight on the F6th of
ums, 2328; fiine mediums, 2224;
Grande, or Central) 71.1 degrees; ,No.
9 (Southwest, West and
fine,
1319.
Northwest)
Act 2. The next morning.
71.7 degrees.
LIVESTOCK.
The Argument.
Kansas City, Sept. 11. Cattle RePrecipitation,
During the celebration of "The ceipts 14,000, including 1,5000 southThe average precipitation for the
erns. Market steady. Native steers
Territory, determined from the rec- Goddess of Love," Psyche, a theatric
ords of 132 stations, was 3.08 inches, al company becomes stranded on the $4.508.10; southern steers $3.40
or 0.63 inch above the normal, and Island of Ping Pong. The manager, 4.60; southern cows $2.504.00; na0.25 inch less than the average for Dionysious Fly, becomes possessor of tive cows and heifers $2.25 5.40;
stoekers and feeders $3.005.40; bulla
August, 1908. The greatest monthly the famous "wishing cap" and pro
$2.503.50; calves $4.007.50; westamount was 10.11 inches at Harvey's ceeds to test its value.
ern steers $3.806.70; western cows
Musical Numbers.
upper ranch, closely followed by 10.03
1.
inches at San Rafael. The least was
Opening Chorus, "Today is a $2.754.30.
Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market
2.
0.12 inch at Orogrande, and less than Holiday," Beauty Chorus.
"I'm
half an inch occurred at Noria (0.22) the Governor," Capt. Amor and Chor--u 10 lower. Bulk of sales $7.758.20;
3.
Base Solo, Capt. Amor. 4. heavy $8.108.30; packers and butchand near Los Lunas (0.44). Precipilight $7.708.10;
tation in excess of six inches occur- "The Sailor's Life," Lady Betty and ers $7.958.30;
red at the following stations, in addi- Chorus. 5. "The Story of the Prop- pigs $5.507.50.
Sheep
8,000. Market
Receipts
tion to those above: Chacon
7.63; erty Boy," Fly and Chorus. 6. "I'm
Muttons
steady.
lambs
the
$4.505.25;
7.
and
Chorus.
Manager,"
Elizabethtown 7.58; Manuelito 7.55;
Fly
Gallinas Planting Station 6.98; Hope- "No Wedding Bells for Me," Diony $6.157.70; range wethers $4.005.25,
well 6.62; Rociada 6.42; and Amizett sious Fly. 8. "Make a Noise Like a range ewes $3.25 5.00.
Chicago, 111., Seit. 15. Cattle Re6.05 inches.
The greatest amount in Hoop," Meg and Chorus. 9. "Psyche,
19,000; market steady. Beeves
You
ceipts,
for
24
I'm
and
was
3.00
hours
Waiting," Captain
inches at
any
10.
Finale. "Champagne $4.10 8.30; Texas steers $4.005.25;
Manuelito on the 23d. The average Chorus.
western steers $4.006.50; stoekers
number of days with 0.01 inch or and Terripan," Entire Company.
and feeders $3.004.90; cows and heifAct II
more precipitation was eleven. The
11. "In Zanzibar" Meg and Chorus. ers ?2.256.20; calves $6.759.25.
district average were as follows: No.
Sheep
Receipts 28,000; market
7, 3.53; No. 8, 2.83; No. 9, 3.51 inches. 12. Duet, Captain and
Psyche. 13.
"Foolish Follies," Fly and Meg. 14. steady. Natives $2.755.00: western
"The Family Tree" Meg, Psyche, Fly lambs, native. $4.507.60;. western
BIG IRRIGATION
COMPANY INCORPORATES. and Capt. 15. Selected, Psyche. 16. $4.507.60.
"The Goo-goMan," Fly and Chorus.
17. "Song of the Regiment," Captain
WANTED A good girl for general
(Continued from Page One.)
and Chorus. 18. Finale "My Sword housework, must speak English. Capt.
j
Brooks.
ed stenographer tor the territorial is Still Bright," Entire Company. ,
grand jury.
Must Reorganize Militia.
The work of reorganizing the national guard of New Mexico is now well
THE MILITARY OCCUPATION OF NEW MEXICO
under way by Adjutant General R. A.
Ford so that the Territory can comply
with the provisions o the Dick bill by
By COL. R.E. TWITCHELL
New Year, the time set for that pur1
pose by the national government.
Under the Dick bill every company
must have a minimum enlistment of
' Santa Fe, N. M., Aug 20, 1909.
58 men and must come up to certain
The book of Colonel Twitchell on the ' Military Occustandards if the Territory is to receive !
pation of New Mexico, from 1846 to 1651," is a brillant aca proper share of the federal funds.
count of an almost unknown period. The word-picture- s
Stream Measurements.
of the narrative are admirably illustrated by the pictures
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart returnof the historic personages, piaces and documents connected
ed last evening from a stream measwith
those stirring times. Com u.encmg wih the causes
'.
urement tour of the Territory. At.L5
o I the MexicaD war, it traces the wonderful marches of
Union
was
he
fortunate
gan,
county,
Kearny and Doniphan from Missouri to Chihuahua, era- enough to obtain the highest flood
phically describes the occupation of New Mexico and iJlus.
measurement in Ave years on the Catrates the whole with a series of portraits and views, which
nadian, 100,000 second feet, and on
it has required years to collect Brillancy of style, combined
Ute creek, of more than 30,000 second
with conscientious care as to matter, produce a result
feet. He reports that the floods were
and Trust Company in this city.
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With
the customary Hearst embellishments
is told the story of the honeymoon of
the couple in Lower California and
the game regions of the west, the filing
of divorce of Mrs. Reed and the
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general over the Territory and that
the gauges at Logan, Union county,
Blanco, San "Juan county, and Alma,
Socorro county, were carried away.
The third automatic gauge to be installed In the Territory was placed by
him in the Cimarron at Ute creek.
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